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Built better.
Performs longer. Casts less.
Wire windings are OUT, conductive plastic is IN for
high performance audio controls. With its new Series
300 SLIDELINETM, Duncan Electronics replaces noisy,
rough and "grainy" wire elements with smooth, noisef ree RESOLON® conductive plastic which actually
improves with use!
RESOLON elements and precious metal wipers used
in all Series 300 controls bring consistent low-noise
operation and superior performance to linear motion
faders for broadcast and recording. And, the cost is
less than many high grade wirewound controls of
the past!

Series 300 is offered in 6 different stroke lengths and
features longer life of 10 million traverses minimum,
infinite resolution and linear, audio and constant impedance outputs for every audio need!
Dual channels can be contained in a standard single
housing only 1M6" wide the most compact dual attenuator available to the industry. Two dual units can
be coupled and driven by a common knob to create

-

4 channels

for master controls or quadrasonics.

For complete specifications, call or write for our FREE
brochure.
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improved performance. F
Resolon element as the '_
professional grade
Series 300. This results in far lower
noise, longer life
(5 million strokes
minimum), infinite resolution
and smoother
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"feel."

DUNCAN ELECTRONIC
f
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2865 Fairview Road Costa Mesa, California 92626
Phone: (714) 5458261 TWX 910-595-1128
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David Robinson, the noted British
engineer, appears in our pages for the
first time with a construction article
on A STEREO PHASE INDICATOR. He
describes the circuitry required to create the proper integration of signals
and thus prevent random meter waving. The unit is easy to build and a
very useful instrument.
Each summer, the Stratford Festival
in Stratford, Ontario creates Shakespearean productions in the classical
manner. An intricate sound distribution system has been created for the
theater by its Technical Director, Robert Scales. In this article, he details
the uses of multichannel techniques
in the quest of the classical theater.
Part 2 of Marshall King's provocative essay on hearing and listening as
practiced by the audio professional. A
stimulating discussion of the thing,
we take for granted.
db Visits-SCULLY. Our camera
poked its lens into Scully's shiny, new
plant in Northern California and saw
their new faciilties for making multichannel tape recorders. If you knew
the old plant, you will note quite a
difference.
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More on the Subject of Pads

w

A couple of months ago you may
have read my column about resistive
pads. When you read it it was already a couple of months old because publishers need time to put an
issue together and print it. Reaction
from readers usually comes month or
so after the issue appears. If I wish
to reply or print your ideas another
two months go by before you can
read it. With these delays understood,
I'd like to share with you the efforts
of audio engineer John W. Wood
from Valdosta, Georgia who sent me
an interesting letter about how he figures pads. In his letter he expressed
the hope that other readers may benefit from considering his method. I
thought that it was a fine idea since
a reason for having a magazine is to
share with others your experiences
and your knowledge, as well as learning from the others.
John's method consists of using a
graph which he precalculated and
plotted for symmetrical T or H pads.
Symmetrical means that source and
load impedances are equal. This happens most of the times in balanced
lines where transformers are used.
And the place where transformers are
found is on the inputs and outputs of
systems as well as in the patch bays.
Since all inputs and outputs often appear on the jack bay we can relate this
method to equalizing levels in the
patch system so that all points of the
system selected for easy access have
the same levels.
Let's look at the method of using
the graph. Look at FIGURE 1 which
shows the pads (A) and (B). (A) is
an unbalanced pad and (B) is balanced. Note that the difference be-

214- 637 -2444

tween the two is only in splitting the
R1 resistor into two legs of the balanced H pad. In calculating a balanced pad one should first find the
value for RI for an unbalanced pad
and then divide it into two. One
important condition for using this
method is to have Rs equal Rt.
Next we have a graph which was
calculated for a 600 -ohm circuit, but
using arithmetic you can convert it
to any other impedance. FIGURE 2
shows the graph. One coordinate (Y)
is calibrated in decibels of loss or attenuation. The other (X) is representing the values of common -point
impedance. Common -point impedance
is a resistance measured in the pad
shown in FIGURE 1 (A) across the
resistor R2. This reading of common point resistance combines not only
the resistance of R2 but also the effects of all other impedances such as
COMMON POINT (CP)
IMPEDANCE (OR RESISTANCE)

I
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Now it's official! An association equipment survey quoted in BM /E magazine
produced some very revealing information on FM broadcast industry preferences
particularly in the category of phono cartridge usage, where a
whopping 57% of the respondents expressed their preference for Shure
more than all other brands combined. It didn't particularly
cartridges
surprise us because we know our M44 series with its uncommon combination
of clear sound, low cost, exceptional ruggedness and excellent back -cuing
characteristics, has been the broadcast standard for years. And our peerless
V -15 Type lI Improved? There simply isn't a better cartridge for "high fidelity"
FM operations. Write for the free Shure "Guide to the Conversion of Monophonic Broadcast Facilities for Stereo Records," as well as the complete
Shure Phono Cartridge Catalog.

-
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Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204
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Figure 2. The graph for determining
the common -point impedance.

source and load impedances and series resistors.
If we are designing a pad the first
thing we want to know is how many
dB of attenuation we require. The
graph was calculated for a maximum
of 20 dB but for all practical applications this may suffice.
From the required attenuation in
dB we find on the graph the value of
common -point impedance. This becomes step / in finding the values of
pad resistors.
Step 2 consists of finding the value
of R1 which is:
R, = Rr
Rip = RL
Rcp
In Step 3 you calculate the value
of R2:
R

-

-

- R,

(R, + RL
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Gotham distributes
more than 500
products including:
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studio consoles
NEUMANN
quad microphones
STELLAVOX
mixers
WOELKE
wave analyzers
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loudspeakers
LYREC

tape timers
EMT

Reverb units
GOTHAM
digital delay systems
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Since to begin with you knew what
the attenuation will be and you have
calculated the values of Rl and R2,
a pad can now be built. If the pad
has to be an H pad divide the value
of R1 by two and you have all the
resistor values you ought to know for
a balanced pad. If the pad you design
has to be a 150 ohms pad then the
calculation should be as follows:
After finding the value of Rcp
(common-point resistance) for 600
ohms divide the Rcp by 4 (because
impedance ratio between the 600
ohms circuit and 150 ohm circuit is
4:1). By the same token if design
impedance is 50 ohms then Rcp
value should be divided by 12 using
same reasoning. All other calculations
should be done in the same way using
the new Rcp value. (If the design impedance is, let us say 10 k ohms,
then you should multiply Rcp by
16.6 -and so on.
Unfortunately this method is not
so accurate if you decide to put such
a pad after a low output impedance
amplifier feeding a 600 ohm line.
Most modern operational amplifiers
are class AB with plenty of negative
feedback and with the output impedance almost zero. As a matter of fact
it is quite easy to make a negative
output impedance amplifier so that
when you connect the load, the volt-

Now you can have the best of both worlds.
In

Studer's B62 studio tape recorder -the

1/4" machine with electronic servo control to
assure constant tape tension from the outside
of a 10W to the inside of a 5" reel. A servo loop
capstan drive lets the B62 operate on any line
frequency or voltage anywhere in the world.
Pilotone sync and self -resolving is just a matter

only

of plug -in accessories.
And it's the only unit that includes -with-

out extra charge -a built -in, precision tape
timer, a device which normally sel Is for $295.00.
What about the price tag? As low as $2072,
from stock. So that you can enjoy the engineering skill of Studer -without having to pay a premium.
Write today for more information.

rStaple this coupon to your company letterhead,
and mail to our New York office.

OTHAI

WOELKE

flutter meters

AUDIO CORPORATION

Headquarters: 2 West 46th Street
New York, N Y 10036 (Tel: 212- 265 -4111)
West Coast Sales Office: 1710 N. La Brea Ave.
Hollywood, CA 90046 (Tel: 213-874 -4444)
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Please send me additional information, with-

out obligation, about Studer's B62 studio tape
recorder.
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rotary attenuators
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across the output terminals goes
This is accomplished simply by
p.c. layout or otherwords how
where you connect the feedback
conductor. But this is a subject for
another time. In the mean time you
have to use other methods to calculate the pad.
Unfortunately, the graph was not
extended beyond the 20 dB mark
but nothing prevents the use of two
pads connected in series. Resistors are
cheap, besides quite often one may
wish to change the attenuation by
switching one pad in and out.
What I have described is one of the
methods as it was sent to us by John
Wood. Many of us use different types
of handbooks and we find that methods of deriving pad information differ
from book to book. Some books have
short cuts -some have different sets
of curves and plots or nomographssome have special formulae -and
some just have tables. Find the
method you feel you are most comfortable with and use it.
I wish to thank all of you who
have helped me to make my columns
more interesting and meaningful. In
the future anytime I receive material
which could be used for this column
I will gladly do so with full credit extended to the originator of the idea or
material.
age
up.
the
and
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Introducing a SONY turntable
for the lazy perfectionist
If you're a perfectionist, you wince at the
thought of stacking records, naked and

defenseless, or dropping them onto each
other. So you wind up with a single -play
component turntable, and hold your
breath to raise and lower the arm gently
and perfectly.
If you're lazy, though, you resent having
to dash across the room at 20- minute
intervals to lift the stylus from the run -out
groove. And you wind up with an automatic turntable. (Which perfectionists
still call "changers:')
But if you're a lazy perfectionist, where
can you turn?
To Sony, of course. And to our
new PS -5520.
Just give its control lever a lazy
little nudge, and things start
happening -things to delight
the perfectionist in all of us.
The hysteresis motor starts
the 12 -inch non -magnetic
platter turning at precisely
33 -1/3 or 45 rpm. (Belt
drive keeps wow and

flutter below 0.1 %, rumble down 42 dB.)
The 12 -inch, balanced arm settles precisely in
the lead -in groove, its stylus centered by precise anti -skating, and its calibrated tracking
force selectable from a maximum of three
grams down to a mere fraction of a gram.
For manual operation, there's a cueing
lift, of course.
But if you settle the arm down automatically,
you can tell your conscience that you're
only doing it because the PS- 5520's
automatic action is so gentle. Gentler,
even than you are when you
hold you breath and
brace your elbow.
The Sony PS -5520
turntable. Complete
(less cartridges)
with walnut base and
hinged dust-cover. See
it at your Sony dealer.
Or write Sony Corporation of America,
47 -47 Van Dam
Street, Long Island
City, New York 11101.

New SONY PS -5520 Turntable
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liEsi
TAPES
Each precision calibration and
alignment tape is individually
mastered from the finest instrumentation by the Standards
Laboratory of TEAC Audio Systems Corporation of Japan.

Available in cassette or open
reel, the tapes are normally produced to order to avoid undue
aging and are shipped in a
shielded metal canister.
Each tape is individually serialized and includes specific tolerances where applicable.

Test tapes are available for
speed deviation checks, standard operating levels, azimuth
standards, frequency alignment
standards and references, standard reference level, and crosstalk checks.
Tapes made to custom requirements will be quoted on request.
TEAC Calibration & Alignment
Tapes are exclusively distributed in the U.S. and Canada by

TACCAMCORPORATION
5440 McConnell Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif. 90066
(213) 390 -3566
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The response to this column in
the July issue was quite encouraging.
There was also some response to my
article in the same issue, about the
amplifier power spiral. One of the
latter responses was from a professor
who has written to me before. He
commended me on my treatment and
then good -naturedly took me to task
for a couple of "errors," that any of
his sophomores would easily spot.
These errors, as you will probably
guess, were in my usage of words.
I referred to the curve that represents
constant watts dissipation as an exponential curve. And I referred to
the voltage at which the collector base junction breaks down as being
a sort of zener voltage. The good
professor told me the curve is not
exponential, but hyperbolic, and that
the voltage is not zener, but avalanche.
Of course, using definitions the way
they are applied in his school and
dozen others across the country, I
am sure he is correct. But it is an
interesting point
couple of points
you give it a little thought, instead of merely reacting on the basis
of preconceived definitions. And it
links quite closely with one of the
problems about education, that I was
discussing with the state mathematics
specialist only the other week.
What perturbed this specialist was
the difficulty in bridging the gaps between different modern math programs, due to their usage of a different vocabulary, or applying different
definitions to the same words. In the
course of the conversation, he said
that probably standardization is more
successful, or further advanced, in
the disciplines used in industry, than
in education. Then, knowing my background, he suggested that I would
know more about that, and asked my
opinion.
My response was that, while I have
worked with standards committees for
an aggregate of a great many hours,
spread over several decades, in an
effort to standardize definitions, I do
not believe it can ever happen, because the rate of advancement of the
technology means that new terms are
always being invented, independently
in different places, so that, although
older terms may get standardized,
there are always newer ones that have
not been.

-if

-or

My suggested better remedy, from
the educational viewpoint, was that
students should learn to correlate between treatments or texts that do use
terms differently, instead of trying to
put cast -iron definitions on everything.
But of course, that does not excuse
me for those two serious misuses in
my July article!
However, I would like to make a
couple of observations about those
usages. Taking the word exponential,
if a horn that is defined as having
that expansion law qualifies for the
word, then the constant power curve
does not, unless the word can be applied to more than one kind of curve.
Since exponents can be used in various ways, that is possible, but evidently not accepted.
An exponential curve follows an
equation of the form, y = keax, while
the constant power curve can be represented by the equation y = kx-1.
Curves representing such equations are
shown at FIGURE 1, where the exponential form is reversed for better
comparison. But is the constant power
curve a hyperbola? I presume the
good professor's sophomores would
jump all over me for even asking the
question!
The equation that I learned for a
hyperbola takes the form y2 /a2
x2 /b2 = 1. Such a curve is symmetric
about both x and y axes and has
asymptotes at an angle to both (FIGURE 2). Now here is where my comment to the math specialist comes in.
Obviously, using that standard form
for a hyperbola, the constant power
curve is not one.
However, as any readers who are
math buffs can fairly readily check,

-

Figure 1. Comparison of constant
power and exponential curves.
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When it comes to cardioid dynamic microphone developments AKG is purposely creating a generation gap.
We have to, because we insist on staying far ahead.

Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery and while others
attempted to equal the acoustical properties and duplicate the design appearance of the

D -19

and

D -24,

AKG

continued in setting the pace by developing a new family
of transducers with superior performance characteristics.
The

D -19

and

D

-24 are the finest microphones in their

For detailed information,
see your authorized
local AKG dealer
or write to us.
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class, as thousands of owners will attest. However, new
techniques and materials made fundamental design
changes possible. Gone is the complicated "plumbing"
within the microphone requiring slots or holes along the
microphone body, and these essentials are improved:
smoothness of response, uniformity of directional charac
teristics, front -to -back ratio at all frequencies and ruggedness.
D -124 and D -190 are the newest generation of
cardioid dynamic microphones, designed for today's requirements.

The AKG

MICROPHONES HEADPHONES
DISTRIBUTED BY

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
100 EAST 42Ina STREET. NEW VORN. NEW VORN ¶0017

AMG.11

Today's TAPE DUPLIIIATUR built
br tomorrow's needs
The new Telex 300 system tape duplicator lets you build
your own system with individual components to meet your
exact duplicating needs. All components are totally comDatible, and with complete "add -on" capabilities, the Telex
300 - all you'll ever need in a tape duplicator.

Cassette slave. 7.5- 15 IPS.
Half track 2 channel.
Quarter track 2 or 4 channel.

Open reel slave. 7.5- 15 IPS.
or 2
Full track. Half track
channel. Quarter track 2 or 4
channel.
1

-

FLEXIBLE Duplicates reel to reel, cassette to cassette,
reel to cassette and cassette to reel. Buy only those components you need now -add others as your needs change.
All modules fit into standard table
top consoles. Telex 300 duplicates any
track configuration or combination.
And has full track select capabilities
on all 2 channel cassette slave
modules.
FAST -It's twice as fast as our model
235 on reel to cassette. Meets professional, high volume needs with 8:1
duplicating capabilities on cassettes.
And it handles up to 10 slaves at once
with no additional electronics.
EASY TO OPERATE -Even for the
inexperienced operator, Telex 300
operates easily and correctly. Fail safe controls prevent master erasure.
New electronics package offers refined electronic settings. And momentary push button controls and
time delay circuits provide smooth,
positive tape handling.

ENGINEERED TO PROFES-

SIONAL STANDARDS -The Telex
300 is reliable. Built for professional
use and designed to last for years with
minimal service. Hysteresis synchronous
motors maintain true tape speed from start
to finish. Select -grade duplicator heads pro-

vide long life with excellent frequency response. And the Telex 300 has Commercial
Underwriters Laboratories listing.
Competively priced, the Telex 300 lets you build the system
you need today. And add to this system for tomorrow's
requirements. Made in the U.S.A.

Solid state electronics. Bias
oscillator module and two
or four channel amplifiers.
Open reel master.

15

Standard, table top console.

-301PS.

Full track. Half track
channel. Quarter track
channel.

I

2

or
or

2

Cassette master.

4

Half track
track 2 or

2

4

7.5- 15

IPS.

channel. Quarter
channel.

7
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420
9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO.
DBS
PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON DUPLICATOR.

TITLE
INSTITUTION

COMMUNICATIONS

ADDRESS

CITY

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

TELEX®

NAME

9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO.

STATE

ZIP

D V S O N
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420

CANADA DOUBLE DIAMOND ELECTRONICS.
INC.
EUROPE ROYAL SOUND
DEPT. 100
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Hyperbolas, as conventionally

Figure 3. Rotation of axes of hyperbola
makes it the same as the constant
power curve.

the constant power curve is a hyperbola, if you make the x and y axes
the asymptotes (FIGURE 3). This is
just a matter of rotating the coordinates used for reference. Now, fairly
obviously, changing the coordinates
does not change the shape of the
curve, per se, so it is a hyperbola.
But that could, in some texts, be a
matter of definition. This is quite similar to the definition of vector in modem texts. The way 1 learned it, a
vector was a line starting from an
origin and terminated with an arrowhead, that indicates magnitude and
direction of a quantity. That was generally in a two-dimensional field. If
time was also a dimension, then the
vector would be regarded as rotating.
We realize that vectors could be
extended into more than a two -dimension- plus -time field, but they were
still, in our heads, the same kind of
animal. Now I look at one dictionary
of technical terms and find vector defined in terms of n- dimensional matrices. After explaining this, another
paragraph says, "a vector is often indicated graphically by means of an
arrow
." and then describes the
form with which I am more familiar.
Here again, we have two terms of reference for the same thing. But the
educational bias shows in the definition: one reference is stated as what
the thing is, the other is what it may
be indicated by. As I see it -and I'm
open to correction -either is only a
term of reference by which to define
it. So why get nit- picky?
I hope the good professor's sophomores do not get too shut in on arbitrary definitions, so that they are
unable to interpret material written
before those definitions were standardized!
Now about that zener /avalanche
bit. I had to look that up, to see
what accepted usage is. One usage is
the voltage associated with the reverse
volt- ampere characteristic of a semi-

conductor, in which the voltage remains substantially constant over an
appreciable range of current values,
from which we get the application to

Figure
drawn.

2.

.

.

zener diodes.
But it is also likened to the Town-

send discharge (that stirred some
memories of my early electrical
courses) or electron avalanche, being
the voltage at which such avalanche
is initiated (FIGURE 4). In fact, chasing definitions back and forth, between voltage and current, zener and
avalanche, there seems to be considerable interchange of usage.
From my earlier work, struggling
with standards committees, it seems
to me that a result of this definition oriented educational system we seem
to be saddled with is that, if one can
take a wrong, or at least illogical,
turn, one does. My efforts through all
those struggles, which included the
establishing of usable definitions of
quantities like insertion gain and mismatch loss, was to achieve consistency
and unambiguity.
When reverse voltage is applied to
a semiconductor, a point is reached
at which its characteristic abruptly
Figure 4. Essential features of semiconductor characteristics, relevant
to avalanche or zener properties.
REVERSE
w
ZENER
VOLTAGE

cr

CHARACTERISTIC
ZENER DIODE

/

AVALANCHE
DIODE

CURRENT FORWARD

CURRENT REVERSE

FORWARD

CHARACTERISTIC

changes. That point is referenced as
a voltage and thus, in my head at
least, is appropriately designated a
zener voltage for that semiconductor
element. What happens to current
after that point is passed may vary.
If voltage holds substantially constant
over a range of current, that will also
be zener voltage. But if the avalanche
current pulls voltage down, so to
speak, the voltage at which the avalanche is initiated is still a zener
voltage.
The avalanche region, where current rises while voltage drops, represents a negative resistance condition,
making an avalanche diode fundamentally different in its use than a
zener diode. But in going over accepted definitions, zener current is,
as one would expect, the range of
current, over which zener voltage is
substantially constant, in a particular
semiconductor device. But a comment
is added in one book of definitions,
to the effect that this may also be
called avalanche current.
Now, do you want to insist that
zener current is what flows in a zener
diode and avalanche current is what
flows in an avalanche diode? If so,
what flows in a transistor must be
transistor current! But in the article
in question, I was not talking about
normal transistor usage, but the effect
of exceeding the normal reverse voltage into a region that is normally
dangerous.
When I started looking that up, I
began to think that maybe transistors
always behaved like avalanche diodes
under this condition. I found no evidence for such a conclusion. The way
I would expect to find it, from having
worked with the little beggars, is that
they have differing reverse characteristics beyond the usual range. As
they are not intended for use there,
they are not specified.
Diodes made as avalanche or zener
diodes have those characteristics carefully controlled during production.
What would happen in a rectifier diode in the corresponding region is
not usually specified. But any diode
reverse breakhas a zener voltage
down voltage- whatever happens beyond that. Now, you may prefer to
use the term reverse breakdown voltage, reserving zener only for those
cases where constant voltage is maintained over a range of current. But
in my mind, it only matters so long
as we know what we are talking
about.
As Charles Lutwidge Dodgson,
writing as Lewis Carroll, had Humpty
Dumpty say to Alice, "When I use
a word, it means just what I choose
it
to mean -neither more nor
less!"

-or

co

Martin Dickstein

SOUND WITH IMAGES

Sound &

o

Light-Up

What brought this subject back to
mind was an experience of this past
summer which left me a bit baffled
(which is easy to do, I admit).
By hack to mind I mean only that
in the December, 1968, issue of db,
this column had a general background
story on the techniques involved in
putting together such a complex
audio /visual presentation. The equipment which had been used up to that
time was outlined, and the general
philosophy of the program was outlined. Since that time, many things
have happened in the choice of sites
for such presentations, the success and
failures of these endeavors, and, of
course. the greatly improved technologies involved in recording and presenting a visual and aural spectacular
such as this.
Although Son el Luntiere (Sound
and Light in French) began in France
in 1952 and has since spread from
castles and historical buildings in that
country to ruins in Greece, sites in
Egypt, Holland. and many other locations in Europe and Africa, it was
not until this form of entertainment
reached this country that it began
to meet up with hardships, failures,
and other difficulties. Perhaps there
were difficulties with setting up the
presentations in Europe and Africa,
but evidently they are more successful
than not since there are so many of
them -and almost all of them still
going many years after their opening.
One can only surmise some of the
reasons for the failures of sound and
light in this country unless information from research is available. For
example, it is probable that the cost
of labor and equipment in this country is quite a bit higher than it is in
either Europe or Africa. This means
that a higher admission price would
probably result. Sophistication of the
American viewer being what it is,
perhaps not too many would travel
out of their way to see this type of
presentation. It would be necessary,
therefore, to choose sites to which the
public would come anyway for historical reasons or because the location
is a popular tourist attraction itself.
The added attraction of the evening
show, when the site would normally

To Date

be closed to the public would be an
extra inducement to come to that attraction.
Perhaps the cost of the talent used
for voices and the musical portions of
the program are more expensive here
than in other locations. This, too,
could increase the price of admittance
to the sound and light show. Add to
this the cost of manufacture of equipment, installation labor, maintenance
personnel, and recording facilities and
the price is even higher. Then there's
the problem involved with getting necessary permission for the show from
the government, if it is a government owned property, and the satisfying of
the requirement that there be no visible
equipment during the day when the
general visiting public is going through
the site.
This latter stipulation means that
all lights and speakers must be mounted so that they can be hidden by natural- looking camouflages such as
bushes or benches. or they must be
taken down after each performance
and reset before the next one. The
difficulties are greater, naturally, with
outdoor presentations than with those
taking place indoors. The far greater
number of sound and light presentations in Europe and Africa take place
outdoors with the lights shining on
the "star" of the show, the building
or edifice, and the public sitting under
the stars in the open air. This also
raises problems such as weather.
crowd movement in and out of the
"theater ", surrounding light and sound
that can prove distracting during the
show -and of course there's always
the problem of sufficient parking space
with easy -to- get -there approaches and
roads whether the presentation is outside or not.
Perhaps the greatest deterrent to
successful sound and light shows could
be vested in the viewer. The show
must be exciting and dramatic. The interest of the veiwer must be kept
through the entire program, as during
a good t.v. show. In the sound and
light shows, the site is made the hero
of the script. The background is presented by dramatic acting or narration
and the story of the site must either
be interesting and exciting or must be
www.americanradiohistory.com

made that way lest the attention of the
audience wilt in heat of the evening
and cast eyes upward to look at the
stars or to see what the weather is
threatening to do next. Outdoor shows
are always at night, naturally. and in
most cases, the people remain stationary in a sort of on- the -grass theater setting. There are always additional problems if the program requires that the people move from one
viewing position to another, although
it is true that this feature can add to
the interest of the audience.
The first presentation in the United
States of this form of entertainment
opened at Independence Hall, Philadelphia, in 1962. Within a couple of
years the show closed. reopened at a
later date and then closed again. Another attempt was made in Saint Augustine, Florida, at the Castillo de San
Marcos around 1964. The history of
the oldest fort in the oldest city in this
country seems interesting and exciting, but the show did not last long.
In 1965, the presentation at the
battleship North Carolina opened at
its permanent berth at Wilmington, in
the state for which it was named. The
show begins with the building of the
ship in 1937 in Brooklyn, through its
trial runs and its battles in the Pacific
to its serious damage suffered in the
Solomon Islands in World War II.
Cannon, machine guns, airplanes and
torpedoes are all heard with horns,
sounds of men running to battle stations and anti -aircraft shots stimulating the original real thing. The show
lasts a little over an hour. After 5
years, the show is still running during
the regular season, from the beginning
of June to Labor Day. Since the ship
is moored in the water and the public
sits on shore to see the show, the lighting and sound effects take place both
on and over the water and on land.
Two separate power requirements
were fulfilled. The equipment for both
light and sound distribution is stationed both on shore and on the ship.
This presentation can be considered
successful without referring to the
monies involved, although it is probably true that if the program were
not supporting itself somehow, the
show would have closed, just as its
predecessors. Perhaps the script is a
good one; perhaps the public still remembers the saga of the capital ship
and its adventures in the relatively
recent world conflict, and comes to
hear the story retold and to see
tongues of flame spurt forth and hear
the thunder of the gun batteries. Whatever the reasons for the attendance,
the show will continue to present these
reasons again next year. We were not
surprised that when we called the
company that helped install and design the presentation, they offered us

THE 8050A REAL TIME
ANALYZER provides continuous
audio spectrum scanning every
30 ms, 40 Hz to 16 kHz on ISO
center frequencies. Has fast RMS
response for visual program monitoring and slow RMS response for
room equalization. Cost is about
1/3 of competitive models.

THE 9860A ACTIVE EQUALIZER has phase and amplitude
transfer characteristics identical
with those of the Altec passive
equalizer. Permits detailed equalization from 40 Hz to 12.5 kHz.
High and low -pass functions,
18 dB /octave, permit more precise
finishing of frequency extremes.
Cost is about 1/2 of comparable
passive devices.

THE 771B BIAMPLIFIER has a
switchable 12 dB /octave crossover
at 500, 800, and 1500 Hz. Can be
adapted to most studio monitoring
systems and coaxial speakers.
Acoustical balances can be exactly
controlled by separate HF and LF
gain controls. The LF section
delivers 60 Watts and the HF
section 30 Watts continuous sine

THE 8080A PINK NOISE
GENERATOR plugs into standard
Altec mixers. An ideal flat and
stable noise source for room/
speaker equalization with 24V
power supply or battery. Cost is
about 1/5 of standard noise
generators.
Circle 23 on Reader Service Card
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wave power.

For more detailed data and specs
write Altec, Professional Studio
Products, 1515 S. Manchester Ave.,
Anaheim, Calif 92803.
.

ALTEC,

A

Stainless
Steel
Stradivarius
it isn't, but that's the closest we can come to de-

scribing the new Infonics Professional Duplicating
Systems 200. They produce 10 to 15,000 Hz ± 3 db
on cassettes... an octave jump in band width.

Building -block modularity gives them flexibility so
great no ad can describe it.
Systems 200 have endless loop, reel -to -reel, and
cassette master modules, reel and cassette slaves,
even fully automatic slaves for unattended operation. Ferrite heads for 55,000 -hour life. 1.5 MHz.
bias. Produce 4 to 100 C -40's in 1.9 minutes. Automatic rewind and cueing. Defective cassette stop
and indication.
Plug -in electronics with both digital and linear IC's.
55 db crosstalk. Heavy -duty professional decks.

100% vibration test for reliability. The only nonprofessional feature is Systems 200's price...you'll
be amazed! And they're in production right now.
Phone or write for your 10 to 15,000 Hz. demo
cassette and our spec sheet all 12 pages of it..

-

Infonics, Inc., 1723 Cloverfield Boulevard, Santa
Monica, California 90404, phone 213 / 828 -6471,
Cable Address: Infonics

inlbnicsA
systems 200
/4451;

Reel master,
Cassette and Auto -Slave ..
three of the seven Systems 200 modules.
Circle 19 on Reader Service Card
.

Figure 1. The famous battleship North
Carolina retells the saga of its exploits during World War ll in a sound
and light presentation. The sound of
gunfire and the zooming of enemy
airplanes, the voices and sounds of the
men who served aboard her, and the
flames of the big guns along with
programmed changing lights all add
to the realism of the drama.

both written and pictorial assistance
to describe their show. Perhaps we will

detail this in a future story, but for
the present let it be sufficient to indicate that material was provided by
Philips -Norelco and the installation
was discussed quite readily. (See Figure 1.)
Another successful program in
sound and light is given at the exact
replica of Independence Hall constructed at Knott's Berry Farm just
south of Los Angeles, California.
Here, the show takes place inside the
building, not outside as at the original
structure. This means that the show
can be given in any weather under
temperature -controlled conditions, and
there is no need to wait till dark for
a single performance. The dramatic
play is presented through an 11-hour
day and each show runs only 17 minutes. At this rate, the total attendance
could be well over a half-million since
the opening on July 4, 1966.
Now that we think about it, there
are more successes with sound and
light than "un- successes ". Another
show on which we received a good
deal of research assistance from Seymour Krawitz & Co. and which is still
running is at Ford's Theater in Washington, D.C. This one began in 1970,
and takes place indoors, and deals in
its story with the theater and the
events surrounding the shooting and
death of Abraham Lincoln. The actual theater is used for the show and,
like the others, has no live action. The
entire program is recorded on tape,
acted by famous actors, and controlled
by cues on the tape and a complex
console. This presentation is also a
near-future story in these pages.

And if all that seems like an awfully good buy for
your money, here's what $1,770 for our Series 70
Recorder / Reproducer buys you:

Here's what $1,890 buys you:
One each floor- standing TASCAM Model 10 Mixing
Console. Manufactured by TEAC Audio Systems.

Eight input modules, each providing
input pad, feedback -type mic attenuator, line attenuator, 3- position
input selector, hi- and lo -pass filters,
hi, lo and mid -band equalizers, complete echo -send and receive circuitry including pre- and post- selection, channel and pan assignment
pushbuttons, a pan pot, and a
unique straight -line fader.

a

3- position

1/2"

.,.,

transport, 4-channel modular electronics, with
overdub, plug -in head nest with ferrite heads and scrape filter, remote

:.,

Plus, pre -wired facilities for up to
four additional input modules and

other optional accessories including talkback, remote transport control, quad panner, and headphone
monitor.

torque motors, and indirect drive 2speed hysteresis- synchronous capstan motor.
Both units available with studio line

Four sub -master modules, each providing a straight -line fader, source/
tape monitor control, and separate
monitor level controls.
One master module with a straight line fader. Four 4" VU meters with
fast -acting LED peak indicators.

control connector, touch -button
solenoid /relay controls with anti spill circuitry, heavy -duty 6 -pole

impedances optionally.
Since you're still impressed by these
values, don't forget the sales tax.
That's the one accessory that's not
optional.

.9

1/2" with Overdub

$1770
Less console.
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TASCAM CORPORATION
5440 McConnell Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90066
(213) 390-3566

w

our-little dipper"

cleans up
sound
dilation
Pfor less than *560!

The Universal Audio Model 565 "Little Dipper"
Filter Set cleans up problem tracks made

under adverse conditions: Whistles, heterodynes, hum, camera noise, and general
background noise.
Also, the versatile 565 can be used for:

"Phasing" and other unique effects
Sharp
enhancement of any audio frequency
Simultaneous elimination of any two audio frequencies
Harmonic distortion filtering
Wave analysis
FEATURES Two variable width notch /pass filters,
to -pass filter, hi -pass filter, all continuously tunable
Zero insertion loss or 20 dB gain Extremely low
noise and distortion
See your dealer or write for complete specifications.

11922

Valero Street, No. Hollywood. Coln 91605
(213) 764 -1500
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Tape

noise reduction systems

20 to 30 dB noise reduction and 10 dB
headroom extension. No level match

All of which leads up to the experience of this past summer. I called
Boscobel (in upstate New York,
named from Boscobello, Italian for
Beautiful Woods) to receive permission to write a story on the technical
aspects of the sound and light show,
which is presented from June to Labor
Day and has been running since 1964
(another success). Permission was not
granted. After a lengthy discussion it
was learned that in the past stories
that were written about the display
somehow did something objectionable
as far as the management was concerned. In one or more cases, the
town in which the home of historical
figure Morris Dyckman, around which
the story is written, was moved from
Garrison, N.Y. to several other adjacent locations. In other instances,
the copy, which was promised to the
management for checking prior to
printing, never arrived and the story
went "as is ", including incorrect information or inappropriate comments.
We were told that there would not
be permission granted to print any
further stories. However, I was asked,
at the end of the lengthy phone conversation when I would be coming to
see the show. I thought that this
meant that management was going to
give permission for the story, but
when I arrived, no such luck was
forthcoming. Free admission was given

Voltage controlled
amplifiers

the background of the restoration of
the building and the surrounding area,
the production details of the show,
but nothing tantamount to any detail
at all concerning the technical aspects
of the presentation.
What was learned, in essence, was
that approximately one half million
dollars ($500,000) was spent in setting up the sound and light show with
35 musicians, the voices of Helen
Hayes and Gary Merrill doing the
narration, about twelve other actors
and actresses portraying the characters of the story, an extremely complex
computer by RCA controlling the
lighting and directional distribution of
sound sources on cues from a magnetic tape, and a complex sound and
lighting system to depict the play itself. All of this was a part of the
restoration of the historic site which
included moving the building, piece by
piece from its original location some
15 miles to the South. It was also
learned that it takes two men to run
the show, one inside the control room
in a building a short distance away
from the home site itself and one outside on the grounds with the audience.
By two -way radio the outside man

Decibel meters
81 covers range -70 to +10
dBM, true RMS, battery operated, $189.
Model 81W same but covers range

Model

required. Excellent transient tracking.
Model 187 Four channel, record or
play for each channel, remote control,
$1,950. Same, with front panel gain
trim option, $2,100.

Model 177 Two channel, simultaneous
record and playback, $1,480.
Model 307 Single channel noise reduction card, record, playback, bypass, and input termination modes
selectable by logic levels, balanced
nput and output without external transformers, requires + and -24 V unreguated supply, $325.

as a press privilege (and when I said
I would insist on paying as long as I
could not do the story, this was strenuously refused), but still no story. I
was given some sparse information on

-70 to +50 dBm,
Model 82 has

-50 to

$219.

5Y2"

mirror scale, covers

+10 dBm, with 0 dB = 0, +4, or
+6 dBm selectable at input connector,
power line operated.

Model 202, linear dB gain vs: control
voltage, -100 to +30 dB gain, noise
130 dB below peak level, low distortion, $47.
Model 203, same but with lesser performance specifications on noise and
distortion, $39.
Model 204, similar, but with voltage
gain proportional to control current,
same gain and noise specs as Model
202, $60.

d

For

n
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full information write dbx, Incorporated,
Newton Street, Waltham, Massachusetts

.02154, U.S.A.
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Everqthin you always wanted
in e multi-track tope recorder...

The Custom Fidelity

"PRO MASTER 16" *
By Pak Associates
Total Price S16,500.00
F.O.B. Hollywood, Calif.
24 T,ack Model Also Available

But nevér expected to lind!
FERRAFLUX HEADS
Producing extremely low phase shift; long
life din to all -metal face and large radius/
deep gap configuration. Fixed azimuth and
zenith. Dual gap erase heads assuring in excess of 64DB erasure.
DUAL CAPSTANS
Full servo controlled dual capstans provide
precision tape delivery at all speeds, combined with a reversing idler for a closed loop
system assures minimum flutter and snort
unsupported lengths of tape across the
heads. No tape lifters required.

AUTO REWIND

TAPE SPEEDS
variable speed control
(Allowing approximately 50% variation
above and below both 15 IPS and 30 IPS).
15 and 30 IPS,

with

a

COUNTER
A five place digital counter reads out in feet
and tenths of feet.
IPS COUNT

In the variable speed mode of operation the
counter will display the exact speed in
inches per second of the tape when the IPS

count button

is

depressed..

When the "play" mode is initiated, a zero
reference is established and registered on the

counter. Upon the "rewind" command the
tape will automatically return to the zero
reference and stop. An "auto rewind defeat" switch defeats this function if desired.
There is also a manual "reset" switch to establish the zero reference at any time or in
any mode.

EXTERNAL SYNC
Built in resolver permits syncing with any
external sync source or pulse.

THE CUSTOM FIDELITY COMPANY INC.
7925 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, CA. 90046
NATIONAL MARKETING DISTRIBUTOR DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Circle 17 on Reader Service Card
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phone

.

(213) 654 -7267

'n fancy free.That's us.

Beautiful schooner.
Exciting IN West Indies Isles.
And you.

If you're congenial and
would like to sail with a
small, intimate group,
we're for you and you're
for us. Now forming to sail.
Your share from $245.
10 great days. Hurry.
Write today for information.

OWindjammer Cruises.
Name_
Address
City

State

ZIP
_

Phone

P.O. Box 120, Dept.

970D Miami Beach, Florida 33139
.

Figure 2. Looking back toward the
parking lot, this is the walk down which
the audience comes toward the house
in the Boscobel Sound & Light
presentation.

Figure 3. The Dyckman home. The
visitors stand here for a short time
during the opening narration. Lights illuminate the house in changing patterns
during the show. Speakers for
sound distribution are mounted in
trees and at the house.

could tell the inside man if anything
was not happening as it should, such
as lights not turning on or off or in
synch with the audio, or if the sound
were not coming from where it was
supposed to, or was too loud or soft.
Otherwise, the program was cornpletely automatic, requiring only the
pressing of a start button for the show
to begin.
It was also learned, from another
source, that the tape system is fourtrack, three for sound and one for
cues. During the show, we could tell
that there were speakers in trees and
on the grass areas and in the bushes,
and we know that there were small
speakers mounted under the benches
on which the audience sat during part
of the show. Controlled illumination
was mounted and hidden in approximately the same locations as the
speakers, some lights to illustrate action during the portrayal and some
to light up the house during narrative
passages. It can only be guessed that
there were over 80 speakers including some sound columns at or on the
house (out of sight, of course) and
over 300 lights either with on /off or
dimmer action. (We did count quite
a few mosquitoes.)
The production lasts approximately
50 minutes and tells the story of the
house, beginning the tale with Hudson
discovering his river, the problems of
the settlers with Indians and the events
in the lives of the members of the
Dyckman family through the end of
the Civil War. The audience stands
briefly facing the rear of the house
while the narrative begins the story.
Then, a short musical interlude leads
the audience to the next location during which the people face a wooded
area in which the next action takes
place. This location permits the public to look out over the Hudson and
across to West Point. (We had been
informed that the musical bridge during the move of the people had originally been made too short for the
time it actually took the people to

move from the first position to the
second, and an extensive re-recording
had to be made to add to the timing
of the walking music.)
At a third position, the audience
is led for a brief stand facing the
river and a bit of action meant to be
in a wooded area along the river and
on the water, and then the finale takes
place with the viewers seated facing
the side of the house which faces the
river. To permit the audience to see
the whole width of the house without
obstruction, it was necessary to put
the benches at quite a distance from
the building. We could hear echoes as
the sound of the long throw from the
house came back from the wooded
areas behind the benches, but the return level was only mildly distracting
and not enough to disturb the intelligibility.
The synchronization seemed off in
some instances, and the sound level
did not always seem in proper balance
between near and far sources, and the
historical background of the story was
rather sparse and had to be augmented
with additional history not related to
the tale. But in all fairness most of
the audience did seem to come away
with some enjoyment according to the
comments they made as they left the
grounds toward their cars. We had
also been told that one of the reasons
we were not given any technical information was to prevent others from
taking advantage of the details given
in the story to build their own sound
and light show. We wondered as we
left how many of the 200 visitors (the
audience is limited to this number on
purpose) would be interested in starting their own sound and light show,
or how many of our readers would go
out and buy an historic site with this
type of presentation in mind.. True, I
am being facetious. The management
is entirely within its rights to refuse
permission for a story or to refrain
from giving out information, but I do
thank them for allowing me to see
the show, free.

If you

can afford one of the others,
you can afford two of ours
"ion of 36 Grand"
Son of 36 Grand is a complete recording /remixing console expandable to 26 in, 16/24 out. Full
quad capability and flexible, pushbutton monitoring of any mode. FET logic record /play mode
switching. Built-in patch bay. Prices start at less than $18,000 for 16 in, 16/24 out.
OWrite or call for the full story on Son of 36 Grand.

aucJitronics. inc.
P.

0. Box 12637 / Memphis, Tenn. 38112 / 901/276 -6338
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Make YOUR
COMMUNICATIONS

"Whisper -Clean"
Economical MILLER -STEPHENSON aerosols take the headaches
(and

a

lot of expense) out of what used to

Al.
MS -180

FREON

M S-

TF

DEGREASER

200

MAGNETIC
TAPE HEAD
CLEANER

be a

nuisance.

A,.
MS 23C

CONTACT
RE -NU

MS- 180 "FREON ".TF DEGREASER -No need to disassemble components. Spray MS -180 onto relays, circuit
boards, motor parts. Eliminate grease, prevent recontamination. Non -conductive, non -flammable. Reduces
maintenance costs. MS -180 available in quarts, gallons,
and 5 gallons.
DuPont Trademark
MS -200 MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER -Spray away
oxide dust before it ruins heads and tapes. MS -200

whisks It away. Manufacturers recommend it; communications experts prescribe it; EDP operators wouldn't be
without It.
U.S. & FOREIGN PATS.
MS- 230 "CONTACT RE -NU "s -Renew your contacts.
"Contact Re -Nu" does it. Knock out dirt, carbon, and other
contaminants. Will not harm insulation; leaves no residue.
Switch to MS -230 for your switches -and other points.
For FREE 16 -oz. aerosol sample of any one of the above,
write (on your company letterhead, please), or use
coupon for free data.

r

miller -stephenson

chemical co.,inc.

Danbury, Connecticut 06810 (203) 743 -4447
Please send me data and prices on SE
MS -200 HEAD CLEANER
MS -180 DEGREASER
MS -230 "CONTACT RE -NU"
INTENDED USE
:

NAME

_

TITLE

DEPT.

COMPANY
ADDRESS

Miller- stephenson

chemical co..Ilnc

allier- stephenson

amical CO.,tn

CITY

chemical
eCOr,fC

STATE
CHICAGO
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LOS ANGELES

HAMBURG

TORONTO
PARIS
LONDON

ZIP
DIST. IN MILAN
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NEW PRODUCTS AND

NEW!
PANNING AND
SLIDERS

ON A BUDGET
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The AES Convention exhibits keep
becoming more and more quantitative
(and qualitative). We simply ran out of
space last month in our attempt to list
all the booths our camera had caught.
So. herewith are additional ones. As
with last month's listing you can receive
information on the products shown.
directly from the respective manufacturers, by simply circling the reader
service number on the postage -paid
card at the hack of this issue.

EM -7S Four Input

Stereo Echo Mixer
All features of our regular EM -7
Mixer plus slide pots, panning
active mixing and IC circuitry.
Duplicates all big board effects
when used with ES -7 echo unit
and PEQ -7 equalizer.

Electrodyne, part of the MCA
group, showed their latest mixing consoles. Circle 85 on Reader Service
Card.

In addition to complete consoles,
Langevin offers this assortment of
components. Circle 56 on Reader
Service Card.

Complete control and analysis of
room reverb is done with the B & K
Reverb Processor. Circle 69 on Reader
Service Card.

RCA offers a variety of stereo and
mono boards, such as is pictured for
broadcasters. Circle 73 on Reader
Service Card.

Duncan faders can be used as attenuators for consoles and mixers.
Circle 80 on Reader Service Card.

EPI has created this M201 A model;
power and bass in studio use. Circle
52 on Reader Service Card.

FOUR CHANNEL
ACTIVE PEAKING
TYPE EQUALIZER

PEQ -7

Four Channel Equalizer
Update your EM -7 system or use
with new EM -7S Mixer. Five Hi
freq. peaking type curves, 1.5, 3,
5, 10, and 20 kHz. Boost or cut
in steps of 2, 4, 6, 9, or 12 dB.
EQ in -out switch. Zero insertion
loss.

GATELY ELECTRONICS
57 WEST HILLCREST AVENUE

HAVERTOWN, PENNA. 19083
AREA CODE 215
HI 6 -1415
...have you checked Gately lately?
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FAIRCHILD/RoeINS

MEDIUM LEVEL AMPLIFIERS

ENGINEERING DATA
SOUND EQUIPMENT CORP.
ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
75 AUSTIN BLVD., COMMACK, N.Y. 11725
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These advanced design, medium level amplifiers are versatile, compact and economical with a large variety of modular units available for any system which
requires amplification. The units feature:
D

E

F

H

I

R

L

State -of- the -art Op -Amp I.C. circuitry results in simplicity, reliability,
high efficiency, low distortion and "short circuit proof" units.

Very low output impedances effectively make all loads bridging loads, thus
almost all units can be used as distribution amplifiers with excellent
crosstalk characteristics.
Input transformers are toroidally wound for high efficiency,
coupling and minimum noise and hum pick -up.

magnetic

Modular building block design glass -epoxy p.c. boards have gold -plated
contacts and are supplied with mating connector; mating card -holders,
power supplies and accessories are available forming a complete design
package.
Each amplifier has power decoupling
between circuits is minimal.

(filtering)

so that interaction

Highest standards of workmanship, all components are mechanically fastened as well as soldered.
All components are standard high reliability computer grade, and are
open to view for ease of replacement should it ever become necessary.
No encapsulated or "blind" items.

With the double amplifiers a balanced output is possible without use of transformers.
Most of the units have continuously variable gain adjustable over
The 725 series, using bi -polar power supply can process
a wide range.
frequencies from direct current to 20 kHz and allows direct coupling of stages
without coupling elements.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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TIM EKEEPEP
TAPE T1MEPS

back

stock!

Waters has a complete line of attenuators for every application and
purpose. Circle 78 on Reader Service
Card.

The Standard Model
is calibrated for 7.5 and
3.75 ips and can also be
used at 15 ips.

Dimensions are
P/s x 31A
It is priced at only $49.95.

TIMEKEEPER TAPE TIMERS are easily mounted on any
1/4-inch recorder. They are fully guaranteed to meet
with your complete satisfaction or your money will be
promptly refunded. At these low prices you can no longer
afford to be without a tape timer.

Difference from the Stop -Watch
Since the stop -watch measures time independently of
the travel of the tape, its measurement inevitably varies
with the elongation or contraction of the tape and with
the rotating speed of the tape recorder, subject to
change by voltage and other factors. The stop -watch
can be stopped during the travel of the tape, but it cannot rewind together with the tape back to the desired
position. With the Tape Timer moving in unity with the
tape recorder, fast forwarding of the tape involves the
quid(advance of the pointer, while rewinding of the tape
moves the pointer backward by the corresponding time.
Correct time keeping of the Tape Timer is never deranged by continuous repetition of such actions during
the travel of the tape, as stop, rewinding and fast forwarding. Unlike the stop- watch, the Tape Timer is not
affected by various factors of the tape recorder, and so
the editing, reproduction and revision of your recorded
tape can be done at will.
Features
The recorded portion of the magnetic tape can be
read at a glance by a scale division of 1/4 second as
accurately as a clock.
The performance of the Tape Timer synchronized with
the tape prevents such errors as caused by the elongation oï'contraction of the tape, and by the variation of
speed in the rotation of the machine. Fast forwarding of
the tape involves the proportional increase of the advance
on the Tape Timer. When you rewind the tape, the pointer
will be automatically moved bask by the space of time
exactly corresponding to the rewound length. You are
free to stop, rewind, fast forward, or forward the tape
even continuously and repeatedly without deranging the
timing on the machine, thus prohibiting errors. These
excellent characteristics will enable you to simplify the
most complex procedure of editing, revising and otherwise processing your tape recording.

Tapcmaker showed the Livingston
Sidewinder, an ingenious cartridge
winder. Circle 79 on Reader Service
Card.

The Professional High
Speed Model is
calibrated for 7.5 and
15 ips. It measures
21/2" x 31/4" and is
priced at $99.95.

The Philips 212 turntable -arm combination offers electronic speed control. Circle 62 on Reader Service Card.

The well -known TIMEKEEPER TAPE TIMERS are now

available for immediate delivery. Our latest shipment has
arrived and we are ready to fill your order.

Every fast rotating part is provided with a precise
ball bearing, so that the Tape Timer can be employed
at high speed with no need of lubrication.

This trouble -free, high precision Tape Timer, within
an error of 2/1000, can be simply fitted to any recording

or editing machine.

Please send

TIMEKEEPER

Please send

P.O. BOX 835

GREAT NECK. N.Y. 11021

--

Professional Tape Timers at 599.95 each.

_Standard Tape Timers at 549.95 each.
Total for Tape Timers

S

N.V. State Residents add 7 °0 Sales Tax

S

Add 51.00 shipping per order

5

Enclosed is check for

S

Name

Address _.
City

The Bose 800 puts 901 components into a strong carrying case.

State.

Zip.

N

Circle 50 on Reader Service Card.
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JOHN WORAM

Interfacing a
Dolby System
Here's what you do when you have sixteen Dolbys and
more than a sixteen -track machine to use them with.

install a Dolby noise reduction system in a modern studio. And, with the
36 I units, once they're in, you don't have to give
them much thought. About all you have to do is
remember to turn them off if you don't want to use them.
But, what if you want to borrow a few of the units
from your 16 -track machine to do say, a 4 -track session?
for a 2 -track playback? It's easy enough in principle.
In practice, you're asking for trouble. There are 128
pairs of plugs involved in a 16-track noise reduction system. Once you begin `borrowing' and replacing, Murphy's
Law clearly states that the possibility of error increases
with the square of the number of plugs touched. And,
after a few moves, the tangle of wires is not to be believed, unless you've tried it yourself.
In our studio, we have the following complement of
tape machines; one 16 track, one 8 track, one 4 track,
and one 2 track. After a week of jockeying noise-reduction
units around, we were ready to dump the whole works in
the river and put up a sign saying "tape hiss is good
for you." Some of our clients didn't think this would be
terribly clever, so we came up with the switching system
I'm going to describe.
The idea is to assign the Dolbys-as required-by
simply pressing the appropriate button. Needless to say,
the switching system requires a bit of logic (diodes) in
order to function. In retrospect, it would have been far
simpler to install a collection of switches that would route
the various signals through, or around, the Dolby's as
required. However, the simpler circuit would demand
more on- session programming time, and we were determined to make this thing as idiot proof as possible. (The
T S NO GREAT PROBLEM tO

-or

N
rn

John Woram is our regular monthly Sync Track columnist, our Associate Editor, and (most important) chief
engineer of Vanguard Records. Next month, he'll be back
N

in his usual columnar format.

switching system to be described should not be confused
with that system built into every Dolby 361 unit. The
built-in system switches the unit from record to playback, and on or off. Our system merely transfers the
Dolbys from one machine's playback lines to another's.)
FIGURE
is a simplified routing chart, showing the
signal paths for any one playback track. Notice that the
portion of the circuit enclosed by dotted lines is inserted
into the already existing playback lines. If both the A and
B relays are off, as shown, the Dolbys are inserted in the
16 -track lines, and the other machines bypass the units.
If all the relays are on, all the other machines pass through
the various Dolbys, and the 16 -track machine completely
bypasses them. In our case, the other machines are an
8 track, a 4 track and a 2 track, as already noted. However, in another application, they might be any other
combination of 16 or less tracks.
When the relays are on, units 2 and 4 are in the
2 -track playback lines, 5 thru 8 are in the 4-track lines
and 9 thru 16 in the 8 -track lines. This arrangement allows
us to record on any of these other machines without
wiring them to program the Dolby remote control system.
For example, when doing an 8 -track session, units i thru
8 may be left permanently in the record mode, since
9 thru 16 are assigned to playback. And so on.
1

We have a 24 -input console, 16 of which are-when
in the line position -fed by the 16 track machine for
mix downs. The other 8 are divided among the 4 -track
and 2 -track machine, and a disc playback system. That

means there are no inputs left over for the 8 -track machine. However, if the A relays for tracks 9 -16 are on,
and the corresponding B relays are off, the 8 -track lines
will now pass through the Dolbys, and appear on inputs
9 -16 in place of the equivalent tracks on the 16 -track
machine. It also means that the noise reduction must be
turned off if it is not required. In all the other cases
the noise reduction need not be turned off, since the
units may be completely by- passed when not required.

16 TRACK
MACHINE

INPUTS -16
AND 16 TRACK
I

PLAYBACK LINES

}

OTHER
MACHINES

in the column indicates the relay that switches the 9 -16
noise reduction off is to be energized. In the 16- track,

TO CONSOLE

1

I

DOLBY

B'

PLAYBACK

RELAYSÌ
{

A' RELAYS

I

J

TO CONSOLE
INPUTS 17 -24
AND OTHER
PLAYBACK LINES

Figure 1. The simplified routing chart, showing the signal
paths for any one playback track.

One other important feature-when mixing a I6 -track
Dolby tape down to 2 track (also Dolby) a playback
unit is required, but only when listening back to the
2 -track tape after it has been made. Our switching system automatically transfers two of the Dolbys to the
2 -track machine's playback lines when the tape playback
button on the console is depressed. When mix-down begins again, these two units are immediately returned to
the 16 -track lines. The same feature is also available on
the 4 -track machine for quad mixdowns. Of course, two
or four additional record units are required for these mixdowns, but they are not permanently assigned to this
control room, and so may be used elsewhere when not
needed here.
It might seem more practical to switch these additional
units between record and playback, rather than to borrow playback units from the 16 -track machine. However,
this would mean that in their absence, 2- (or 4-) track
Dolby tapes could not be played back on listening or
editing sessions if these additional units were in use elsewhere. Our arrangement allows us to get by with a minimum number of Dolbys on permanent duty in the control
room.
By studying FIGURE I, it's easy enough to see that the
positions of relays A and B will allow any of the conditions we require. However, getting the things to do the
right switching takes a bit of finagling. And things aren't
helped any by insisting that the 8 -track machine pass
through the Dolbys for mixdowns, whether they're needed
or not.
Once again, the good old truth table gets dragged out
to help us over the rough spots. It's easy enough to assign
four units either to the I6 -track machine or the 4 -track
machine. But what about all the variations involved in
jockeying around the 8 or the 16? The truth table seems
to be the easiest way out.

Noise
Reduction
Switched

Condition
track
with Dolby
8 track
without Dolby
16 track
with Dolby
16 track
without Dolby

A Relays

B

Relays

THE MULTI /TRACK SWITCHES

The multi-track section of 2 switches fulfills the requirements outlined in the truth table. Because of the requirements of the 8 -track machine, the A and B relays
for Dolbys 9 through 16 are not always in the same
state. The truth table shows the required state and the
switches set up the appropriate condition. Note that in
the mode, 8 track Dolbys out, the z armatures establish
a path to ground, through diode H, for the 9 -16 relays
controlling the noise reduction off function. Diode G prevents the -8 relays from also being energized. (An explanation of all diodes follows later on.)

Off

8

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

without Dolby mode, the action of the relays allows the
16 -track machine to bypass the Dolbys, consequently the
noise reduction need not be switched off.
And now, to the circuit itself, as shown in FIGURE 2.
For the moment, ignore the master noise reduction switch,
assuming it to be permanently on.
The basic system consists of six pushbutton switches,
each with from two to four poles. The switch armatures
are labeled w, x, y, z. The switches are in three groups
of two labeled 1 and 2; two each for the 2 -track machine, the 4-track machine, and the multi -track (8- or 16track) machines.
Depressing the 2 -track in button grounds the 2 track
A and B relays via the x armature. At the same time, the
y armature interrupts the flow of d.c. to the 16 -track light.
This means that, in the event that 16-track, with Dolby
had also been selected, the absence of voltage at the
16 -track light would indicate that the 16 -track mode is
not available. Once the 2 track button is switched off,
continuity is restored to the 16 -track light, and it will go
on if 16 track has been selected. Continuity may also be
interrupted by the z armature of the 4 track on /off
switch, which performs the same function for the relays
associated with 4 -track playback.
Note the standby switch in both the 2- and the 4 -track
sections. Assuming the in /out switch is in the out position,
the standby light may be turned on by depressing switch
2. The y armature illuminates the standby light and the
x armature establishes continuity down to the machine
selector switch. If this switch is in the 2 -track position
and the monitor mode switch is on tape, a ground path
is established back to the 2 -track relays and the Dolbys
are diverted to the 2 -track machine for playback. When
the operator returns the console to mixer position, the
ground path is opened and the Dolbys return to the 16track lines. Note that the standby light will not come on if
the in /out switch is in the in position. In this condition.
the Dolbys are locked into the 2- (or 4 -) track lines,
and standby becomes meaningless.
Note also that two monitor lights are shown, whereas
all other functions show only one light. Actually, with
the microswitch assemblies that were used, each of these
lights represents two bulbs wired in parallel. The monitor
lights are the exception. Here, the two bulbs are wired
as shown. The left hand bulb will light up whenever the
appropriate relay is actuated. The right hand bulb will
go on whenever 2- (or 4 -) track tape playback is selected,
regardless of whether or not the Dolbys are being used.

-

1

In the table, the first two columns refer to the condition
of the A and B relays which control tracks 9 -16. For
8 -track mixing, the condition of Dolbys 1 -8 should be
independently variable, and for 16-track work, they should
track the condition of relays 9 -16. Note that the condition
listed in column 3 (noise reduction system switched off)
only occurs in the 8 track, without Dolby mode. The
1

THE MASTER NOISE REDUCTION SWITCH
So far, we have assumed the master noise reduction switch
to be in the in position. In this position, the appropriate
in lights will come on, as required. But, assume for the
moment that the 2- and 4 -track switches are in the out
position. Now, we decide to remove the Dolbys from
the 16 -track lines. (16 track -Dolbys out) For simplicity
of operation, our system is strictly binary. That is, all

at the mixing
artist:

desk

Ralph Towner

12 noon

8 p.m.

4 a.m.
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-
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LIGHT
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1
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Y
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Y
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I
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Z
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H
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G
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I
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T
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OUT

MONITOR
MODE
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Figure 2. The complete noise reduction switching system.

conditions can be met with two position switches. The
Dolbys are either in the I6 -track lines or in the other
lines. By definition, they cannot be in neither location.
(For this to happen, there would have to be a third
position on some of the switches, which would rule out
simple push buttons). So, the act of selecting 16- trackDolby out automatically grounds the 2- and 4 -track relays,
via the x armatures and diodes c. These relays are energized, and the in lights come on. Voltage is removed
from the out lights since armature w is opened.
In this condition, the Dolbys are locked into the land 4 -track lines (as well as in the 8 -track lines of
course). If the units are not required in these lines either,
the master noise reduction switch must be turned off.
In this position voltage is applied to all out lights, and all
in lights are extinguished, regardless of how the various
other switches may be set. Also, all the noise-reduction
relays are energized, thus grounding the Dolbys and
shutting the noise -reduction function off.
AN EXPLANATION OF THE DIODES

Generally, the purpose of the various diodes is to allow
continuity in one direction, while preventing it in the
other-hardly a new development in diode application.
However, for the sake of clarity, here are some specific
notes about each diode. In a few cases, there are two
diodes with the same identifying letter. In these cases,
both diodes perform the same function.
A allows the master noise reduction switch to ground
both the 2- and 4-track out lights, while preventing the
2 -track in /out switch from grounding the 4 -track out
light, and vice versa.

B allows the 2- (or 4-) track in /out switch to ground
the appropriate relays, while preventing the in light from
coming on if the relay is grounded through the standby
switch.
C allows 16 track -Dolbys out to ground the 2- and
4 -track relays, while preventing 2 track -Dolbys in from
grounding the 4 -track relays, and vice versa.
D & E allows voltage to be applied to the 2 and 4 track
out lights, while preventing current flow from the line
feeding D to the line feeding E, when armature w is
closed.
F prevents the multi-track -Dolbys out switch from
grounding the noise reduction of relays, while allowing
the Dolbys out light to go on if these relays have been
grounded by the master noise reduction switch.
G allows the 9 -16 relays to track the condition of the
-8 relays, while blocking a 9 -16 ground (through H)
from energizing the -8 relays.
H allows the 9 -16 relays to be grounded, via armature
z, while preventing the 8 track light from coming on if the
ground should be received through G.
I prevents a voltage at the 16 track light from illuminating the 2 -track standby light in the event that there
is continuity through the various switches between these
two points.
1 blocks current flow up towards D when the 16 -track
light is illuminated via the lower armatures (y and z)
of the 2 and 4 track in /out switches.
K prevents partial illumination of the various in lights
due to a current path through the de- energized 2 or 4
track relays and their lamps and thence to ground, through
the multi- track-Dolbys in lamp.
1
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MARSHALL KING

The Business of Hearing
In this, the first of two parts, the author examines
hearing as it relates to the audio engineer, and
particularly to him in his specialization as a t.v.
audio mixer. He is quick to point out that this is
one man's opinion.

in one of the
control rooms of a prominent television station,
the audio mixer on a certain comedy show appeared for work wearing a hearing aid. The
reactions were as might be expected. Shock, consternation,
dismay, incredulousness
all these and more, as both
technicians and production personnel gathered in small
groups and discussed what to do. Even the assistant director, who was older than most, had to admit that he had
not seen such a professional blunder since Douglas Corrigan flew the wrong way. The general nature of the
hubbub was "How does he think he can get away with
it ?" and "I know he's only forty -five, but if he can't hear
why doesn't he just retire ?"
It was up to the producer to tackle the problem head on. "Get rid of the sonofabitch! I don't care if he has
been mixing our show for six years. I'm not going to have
it bandied about that a deaf man does our audio. How is
that going to look in the trades at Emmy time? Get me
someone else!"
When called upstairs, the mixer found his superiors to
be very kind. They spoke softly and smiled a lot, and
pretended not to notice the new hearing aid, as though
he had worn it the day he was hired many years ago.
"Producers are funny people," he was told with indulgence.
"You know how they have their whims when it comes to
personnel. But don't worry about it. This won't affect your
seniority one bit, and you'll like it down in the maintenance shop. You'll still get your same salary and first pick
ONE RECENT WEDNESDAY MORNING

...

4

Marshall King has appeared in our pages before. He is
a television audio mixer with current credits that include
the Bill Cosby Show.

of vacations. Sorry about your hearing."
However, this was not the end of the matter, for our
hero had something to say about the situation himself.
"Not so fast," he said. "It has been the company policy
for years that any technician who availed himself of modem tools of the trade in order to uphold the high standards
of this network would be re-imbursed for any out- of -pocket expenses incurred therein. Since the device you see in
my ear definitely will allow me to deliver a better product,
I hereby inform you that the re-imbursement will come
to $350."
"But
but, you won't need your ears much down in
the shop," they quickly reminded him with warmth. "Perhaps a screwdriver or two, a roll of solder
"I really don't intend to be in the shop," he said with
respect. "I intend to continue working as a mixer at least
until you remove from the video area all technicians who
wear glasses. Correction lenses, if you please. That includes
eleven video control operators, six technical directors,
three tape editors and five maintenance men. Not only
are they unable to work without their glasses, they also
wouldn't have the slightest chance of finding a doorway.
For your information, gentlemen, my hearing is now
excellent, for I have availed myself of a modern tool of
the trade."
Let me hasten to say that the above situation, to my
knowledge, has not yet happened. But it may someday,
somewhere. The truth is that, while the ears of the audio
technician are the same type owned by other humans,
they are exposed to a much more rigorous pounding from
eight to eighteen hours a day for most of his working
life. If we can believe that every cause has an effect, it
should be no surprise that something must happen to
those professional ears which may be worth looking into.
Hearing damage can be physical or psychological, can

...

..."

be either temporary or permanent. While the ears of the
whole world are being assaulted these days by loud volumes of sound from both intended as well as unintentional
sources, it is the hearing faculties of those people who
deal professionally with sound that is of interest to us
here.
Perhaps a distinction should be made between the noise
that has come to the public's attention as a genuine
ecological enemy, and the plain volume of sound that has
become a way of life for the audio technician. Admittedly,
there may not be much difference between the two, for
loudness is loudness, whether it's a power mower or an
indiscriminate playback of Wilson Pickett. The noise that
is referred to in our newspapers is that terrible cacophony
which is a by- product of our civilization, such as jet
planes, police sirens, tree -topping machines, and motorcycles. These sounds have earned the undying hatred of
millions who consider themselves cultured, and while the
control of this racket is beyond the reach of any individual,
it is hoped that mass anguish rather than vigilante action
will bring about governmental remedy.
But the loud volume which concerns us as audio people
is that which is, to a large extent, the result of our own
doing. Strictly speaking, nobody makes us run our control
room speakers that loud, and there is no law that says
a performer must peel the wallpaper with the volume from
his amplifiers
that the paying customers must sit there
and listen to it. But they do, and we do, and the reasons
why we do, rather than escape to some remote island
twelve miles south of Pago Pago may be worth prodding
a bit. More important, what is all this doing to our ears?
Loudness is not the only thing that can wear us down.
Listening in depth can do it, too. This, combined with
continuously assaulted concentration, the perennial bugaboo of television mixers, can have a devastating residual
effect on our hearing that is too often ignored. Writing in
Playboy magazine Max Gunther says, "Sound may also
leave the brain little capacity to think." In case of the
audio mixer it may be better to say that sound leaves the
brain little capacity to think about anything else. That a
violation of such deep concentration is a general assault
on the nervous system and a tremendous drain on the
energies can be attested to by more than one mixer who
has difficulty unwinding after long sessions in the booth.
Without referring specifically to audio men, ear specialist
Seymore Brockman, writing in the Los Angeles Herald Examiner said, "Ears seem to be wearing out faster now.
Noise alone is not the culprit; stress and long working
hours can contribute."
Let's look at some of the aspects of hearing that have
most to do with our work: excessive loudness, ear damage, psychological fatigue, and subjective response. Since
these four are irrevocably intertwined, it will do no harm
to examine the last item first.
Subjective response merely means: how we act upon
what we hear. If a sleeping mother hears the faint sound
of her choking baby she'll spring into action at once, even
though she slept through the sound of a four -car collision
in front of her house. She has a narrow-pass filter set to
reject all that doesn't pertain to the survival and wellbeing of her loved ones. It is not far -fetched to compare
this to the audio mixer who is so engrossed in equalizing
the sound of a Fender bass (so that it doesn't sound as
someone pounding on an overstuffed pillow soaked in
olive oil) that he fails to hear the buzz from a guitar amp.
Think back for a moment: it happens all the time. It's
as though there is just so much you can absorb at any one
instant. If you give 80 per cent of your attention to one
thing there's only 20 per cent left for all the others. You
may argue that you have the ability to split your hearing
evenly among all elements so that nothing escapes your
attention. To this I say, after counting my scars, it is
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Figure 1. The calm before the storm. The tremendous
volumes of sound which will flood this scene before the
day is over contrasts against the morning quiet that
prevails as author Marshall King checks over his mic setup
for the World Symphony, conducted by Arthur Fiedler,
at the televised opening of Disneyworld in Florida.

doubtful. If there are ten elements of a composite sound
that you are obliged to oversee, and if you are giving
equal scrutiny to each one, you are giving each one 10
per cent of your attention. which means that a fault in
any of the ten has a 90 per cent chance of getting through.
While many of us may have discovered this effect independently, much work has been done in this field by
experts. Writing in the Psychological Review (Vol. 70,
1963), J. A. Deutsch and D. Deutsch report that, "However alert and responsive we may be, there is a limit to
the number of things to which we can attend at any one
time. We cannot, for instance, listen effectively to the
conversation of a friend on the telephone if someone else
in the room is simultaneously giving us complex instructions as to what to say to him. And this difficulty in
processing information from two different sources at the
same time occurs even if no overt response is required."
And if nothing else, a mixer is expected to come up with
an overt response.
You may argue further, "That's not the way I work.
I treat the whole thing as one sound. That way, nothin'
gets by this cat!" The trouble with this is, if the mixer
treats the audio as a single whole and doesn't know what
goes into its make -up, he's in trouble. In such a case he
must avoid at all costs any discussions with the a & r
man, the arranger, the lead talent, the music co- ordinator,
and the producer.
In all seriousness I suggest that what really happens
in a mixer's mind as he works is this: After getting a
rough idea as to level from each of the sound sources in
the group, so they don't overload the equipment either
individually or in concert with all the others, he may then
turn his attention to the over -all balance. But even here
I suspect he does not step back mentally during the
recording and treat the thing as a single sound, as much
as he'd like to. I suggest that what his mind does, in its
attempt to listen to the composite effect, is to scan in
rapid succession one element after another, much as the
electron gun of a picture tube scans each element of the
mosaic screen, giving each one his total attention for the
short time it is visiting there.
Research made available to me by Joanne Gordon,
doing graduate work in psychology at the California State
University at Northridge, shows that this selective nature
of our scrutiny has been investigated with some dramatic
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results. Treisman and Riley, reporting in The Journal Of
Experimental Psychology (Vol 79, 1969), described their
work in shadowing, a process whereby the subject is given
separate messages simultaneously through phones on each
ear and told to shadow (pay attention to and repeat back)
just one of the two messages. The authors say, "they
normally can report little or nothing about the verbal
content of the unattended message." While the material
used in this experiment were spoken words, it is probably
not presumptuous to say that our ears give the same
treatment of momentary priority to single elements of

music.
If this is so, our attention apparently hops from the
lead singer to the harmony voices to the drums to the
bass to the saxes to the wah -wah guitar and back again,
and again. endlessly scanning. We think we are listening
to the over -all, but I feel it is impossible to do so, in view
of our position as mixers. I'm inclined to say that the only
ones capable of hearing the work objectively are those not
involved in its creation: for example, the truck driver
making out with the waitress in a coffee shop where our
musical effort is a background from the jukebox. He hears
it as a single piece, with no mosaic elements. True, his
personal efforts, too, are made up of many small bits as
he makes out with the waitress: whether or not she likes
his rig, whether or not she is still going with that car
salesman, whether or not his tattoo is impressive to her,
whether or not she feels he is a good tipper, and whether
or not he plays the right things on the jukebox. But the
music from that jukebox is just one of the mosaic pieces
which come to him as a small whole.
While it was easy for the truck driver to be objective
about our music since he had no hand in its production,
we, too, can put ourselves into an objective station from
time to time during the recording session if we change from
a hands on mode to a hands off mode. The best example
of this is the difference between the actual mixing and
monitoring the playback. It's true that we are still very
much involved with the work even when we are monitoring a playback, but at least we are in a hands off mode,
and that makes a fantastic difference in our appraisal
attitude. An even greater difference in approach would
be possible if we monitored our work at a later date, a
thing that may be feasible in dub -down work but is seldom
so in the mono mixing that most television entails.
One further example of subjective response will probably ring a bell with most readers who have sat at a
mixing console. Not long ago when I had finished recording a certain number with Terry Gibbs and Steve Allen,
my diligent cohort Andy Blyth, who sat in the booth
with me and operated the tape machines, said, "What
about that buzz ?" I hated to admit it, but I hadn't heard
any buzz. Apparently I had been so involved with the
vibraphone duel between Gibbs and Allen that I tuned
out all else. Not a smart thing to do, but it happens.
Further proof of this selective deafness came a week later
when the tables were reversed. Andy was learning to mix
the show, for he was to be my vacation relief, and I was
sitting behind as both his A -2 man and his coach. When
a monologue by Rip Taylor was over and we were into
the following commercial, I said, "We've got a new
enemy. There's a chirp in one of the ceiling fans out
there." He hadn't heard it, and proof of his extreme
concentration on other matters could be seen in his palms;
he was sweating so profusely through his hands that every
console fader which he had used was dripping wet. I had
been in a hands off mode; he definitely had not.
Perhaps some amount of pressure, and the need for
instantaneous all-out judgment, is taken off the mixer in
multi -track recording, for during dub -down sessions there
is no need for a certain servo circuit in the mixer's head
to be put into operation. This servo mechanism in the

leveling amps, vu meters, etc. Of course this cannot be,
for although a decibel is a decibel, the final criterion in
the recording of a work is the way a mixer feels as he
goes about his business. More bluntly, just as an umpire
calls it as he sees it, the mixer must mix it as he hears it.
This means that the reference point may change from session to session, which is scarcely scientific. Yet if this is not
proper, is there any need for the mixer at all? Should we
not turn the whole process over to the Gates Equipment
Company and let the entire chain of operations. from
conception to execution, become computerized or otherwise automated? If the answer is yes, we must go all the
way and arrange for the product consumption -the ultimate listening enjoyment
be done by computers. too.
thus doing away with human intervention all the way
around. If the answer is no, we are back at our starting
point: the varying subjectivity of our judgments.
Perhaps one way to deal with unwanted variables in
our work is to find that which causes peaks and troughs,
and to come up with some kind of viewpoint to discourage derelict extremes while at the same time allowing for
impulsive feelings of value. Certainly one way is to take
frequent breaks, periods where we can get away from our
work for a moment. And this doesn't mean working out
a microphone problem while everyone else is taking ten.
Another thing is to know when to bend and when to be
firm, to fight off that kind of group thinking that too often
makes the final result a committee effort. There's no denying that this may force the mixer to work as though he
were independently wealthy.

-to

Figure 2. Perhaps as a highlight to the loud sounds referred
to in this article is this photo of Ricky Wormsbecher
giving birth to one of the softest sounds known -the sound
of the bass recorder. Photo by the author.

brain is the very heart of the continuing judgment process,
a prime requirement for mixing in mono. That is. on -thespot corrections arc made as its happening. During a
television comedy show. for example, the mixer is faced
with such momentary problems as: how far to dig for
audience reaction, how close will the emcee hold the mie
when he interviews people in the audience, will the brass
he open or muted in that music cue which has been added
but not rehearsed. and, will we have time to get the boom
down after a wide shot or will the actor read his next line
whenever he feels like it? Recording studio work, on the
other hand, where multi -track audio is the rule of the
day, production can he more controlled and the results
a sheer delight. During dub -downs this servo in the brain
is not called upon very much, if at all, for the mixer
already knows what sounds are coming up, and at what
levels. Only during moments of original recording is this
servo in heavy operation, for the disciplined mixer at this
time will mix as close to mono (or stereo) as he can.
and not put all his eggs into the dub -down basket. This is
not to say that multi -track mixing is like shooting fish in
a barrel, but it is to say that mono mixing in television
is much like skeet shooting with a bow and arrow
where there's no time to worry about the last missed
pigeon for another is already on its way.
Admittedly, there are as many valid opinions on the
matter of judgment in mixing as there are people interested in talking about it. There are a good many ideas
about what is tasteful and what is vulgar (or to be more
practical. what will sell and what won't), so that in the
area of relativity one searches desperately for a reference
point. To this extent it may he argued that, since the ears
are so very subjective and otherwise hung up with preconditioning and other social gremlins, one had best lean
heavily on such scientific crutches as limiters, equalizers,

-

Next month, Mr. King concludes with an examination of
levels in the studio and their effect on the engineer.
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WALTER JUNG

Automating the Audio
Control Function, part 4
In this latest installation, the author covers
a new type of programmable operational amplifier the PRAM

THIS INSTALLMENT Of Our AUTOMATING Series we

N

look at a brand new and fascinating type of i.c.,
one which is much akin to the d.p.s. in that it is a very
effective link between analog signal processing and
the digital control of the same. Where the d.p.s. is a very
effective and flexible analog switching element, the device
we will now be speaking of is a complete four -channel
digitally controlled op -amp. This device, the Harris Semiconductor PRAM (TM: Harris Semiconductor trademark
for PRogrammable Analog Module), combines the functions of a four -channel analog switch and a high performance op amp in one package. With this combination
in a single sixteen -pin dual inline package, the circuit architect now has a tool he might have previously hesitated to
use because of the complexity and expense of the required
components.
Taking a look at how the device is structured we see
it's functional diagram in FIGURE 1(A). The chip consists
of four op amp input stages I, 2, 3 and 4. The outputs of
these four preamps are selected by a four -input switch
and fed to a unity gain output amplifier. The output of
this stage is the output of the chip. You will note that
each input stage is a complete differential input amplifier.
The state of the four -input switch is controlled by a
decode /control section. This circuit decodes the state of
the two digital input lines DO and Dl into the four possible
channel selections. A third digital line enables its use as a
master control pin. The logic sense of these three control
terminals is described by TABLE 1, their truth table. The
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Table 1: A PRAM truth table
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Figure 1(A). A functional diagram of a PRAM i.c. (HA -2400,
HA -2404, HA- 2405). At (B) pin connectors for a PRAM.
Courtesy of Harris Semiconductor.
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Figure 2. The equivalent noise of a PRAM amplifier. Again,
courtesy of Harris Semiconductor.

digital inputs are compatible with conventional DTL /TTL
logic drive. Pin connections for the PRAM are shown by
FIGURE 1(B).

(a) @ Av = 10, C,T I, = 0: 40 MHz
(b) @ Av =1, C,.,,, I, =15 pf: 8 MHz

(6) Slew Rate (typical)
(a) Same conditions as 5a: 50V /µs
(b) Same conditions as 5b: 15V /µs
(7) Select Delay (typical): 100ns
(8)

PERFORMANCE
Functionally speaking, a PRAM may be thought of as
four independent op amps connected to a single output
bus. Only the channel addressed by the digital control
inputs is on, the remaining three input stages will be
effectively off. The composite op -amp formed by the selected input and the output stage is quite a respectable
one also. Typical specs for a HA -2405 are listed in TABLE.
2. Particularly noteworthy are the excellent frequency response and slew rate specs. Gainband -width with unity
gain compensation is 8 MHz and slewing rate 15 volts
per µsec. At gains of 10 and above these figures may be
improved to 40 MHz and 50 V /µs respectively by using
reduced compensation.
A channel may be called up in a time of 100 nsec. After
this short channel select interval, the output signal will
slew to the new level dictated by the feedback network
and at a rate determined by the compensation capacity
used.
Crosstalk from an unused input channel to the on output is also noteworthy
is typically -110 dB!
Noise performance of a PRAM is shown by FIGURE 2.
These curves illustrate the effects of source resistance on
the equivalent input noise of the amplifier, and in addition, contrast the amplifier's noise against the thermal
noise of a 10 k resistor.

-it

Crosstalk (typical): -110 dB
unselected input of ± 10V to output

Table 2: Capsule Specs of HA -240S PRAM.

Since the PRAM is an externally compensated amplifier,
the frequency response is dependent upon the value of
compensation capacitance used (Ccomp of FIGURE 1(B)).
Also, since all four input amplifiers share the common
capacitance used for closed loop stability, this capacitor
must be selected for the lowest operating gain channel.
For instance, if any one of the four channels is to be
operated at non -inverting unity gain, then the maximum
compensation must be used to satisfy this worst case condition. On the other hand, if the minimum gain was -1
this would halve the required compensation, since this
configuration uses half as much feedback. The required
compensation capacitance for inverting and non-inverting
stages with gais of 1 -10 are given by TABLE 3. It is easy
to see the improvements in slew rate as a function of the
capacitance reduction.

APPLICATIONS
MULTIPLEXER: NON -INVERTING, UNITY GAIN
The first application described using a PRAM is shown
in FIGURE 3. Here four input voltages El to E4 are applied
DIGITAL CONTROL INPUTS
Do DI ENABLE

E3

E4

+I5V

EI

Eo
E2

OUTPUT=

El, E2,E3,E4

OR NONE,
WITH LOGIC AS PER TABLE I

(A)

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF ANY ONE CHANNEL
WHEN ON IN THIS CIRCUIT.

Figure 3. A four channel multiplexer, non- inverting, unity gain
scale factor.
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to the non -inverting inputs of the PRAM's four input
amps. All inverting inputs are tied directly back to the
output bus, so each stage sees 100 per cent feedback.
When any stage is selected by the digital control inputs,
it forms with the output stage an equivalent circuit like

(B)

that shown in the insert, a unity gain. non -inverting stage
(voltage follower). Thus this circuit is a four channel
multiplexer, suitable for remote signal selection with the
added virtues of ultra high input impedance and low
output impedance.
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shunt resistances
the input sees.

IN

Av

Do

Di

L

L

0

H

L

+ 6

L

H

+12

H

H

+18

dB

(A)
EIN

E0

b

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF ANY ONE CHANNEL
WHEN ON IN THIS CIRCUIT.

Rb
E0

Ro+Rb

(B)

DIGITAL CONTROL
Do Di

HA-2405
EIN

+15V
Eo

OUTPUT= EIN X I, 2, 4 OR 8 WITH
LOGIC AS BELOW

Figure 7. Almost
the same as
Figure 6, except
for the placement
of the attenuation
network. At (B)
the equivalent circuit of any one
channel when on
in this circuit. Rf
and Rin are
equal to the total
resistances seen
from the feedback input.

Do

DI

Av

IN dB

0

L

L

H

L

+ 6

L

H

+12

H

H

+18

IA)

Rf

PIN

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF ANY ONE CHANNEL
WHEN ON IN THIS CIRCUIT. Rf AND RIN ARE
ARE EQUAL TO THE TOTAL RESISTANCE
SEEN FROM THE FEEDBACK INPUT.

Eo ° EIN

Rt

+RiNI
RIN

(B)

MULTIPLEXER: NON -INVERTING,
ADJUSTABLE SCALE FACTOR
By simple modification of the basic non -inverting multiplexer of FIGURE 3 we come up with a more general form
of the non -inverting multiplexer, FIGURE 4. This one has
an variable scale factor by virtue of the adjustable feedback networks. These feedback networks scale up the input
signal of the activated input channel according to the
relation shown in the insert. Since this is still a non -inverting gain stage, input impedance remains high. Cc should
be selected to satisfy the lowest closed loop gain channel
in accordance with TABLE 3.

MULTIPLEXER: INVERTING,
ADJUSTABLE SCALE FACTOR
Multiplexers are not limited to non -inverting configurations
of course, an inverting version is shown in FIGURE 5.
Here signals are applied to the inverting inputs of the
four input stages through Rin, with feedback applied via
Rf. Again, an individual on stage is shown in equivalent
form in the insert. This configuration is also a scaling
type, and individual channel gains may range from below
to above unity. Again, Cc must be selected to compensate
the lowest gain stage. The stage input impedance is equal
to Rin.
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Band-

Gain, Volts'Volt
Non Inverting Inverting
1

2

> 10

>

( -3dB),

Rate

pF

MHz
8.0

15

2

15
7
4

4

3

7
9

2

8.0
8.0
6.0
5.0

20
22
25
30
50

1

8

Slew

(typical)
volts/µs

-

3
5

width
(typical)

40 -Gain

0

ther and develop a general procedure for attenuator and

Table 3: Chart of Minimum Required Compensation Capacitance for Various Gain Configurations with Attendant
Bandwidth and Speed. (Courtesy Harris Semiconductor.)

Multiplexers can also be constructed by intermixing
feedback configurations within a single PRAM stage. For
instance, the largest input signal may be passed with a
gain of +1, and several others scaled upward. to the same
level by adjusting their individual feedback networks.
Should one signal be out of phase, an inverting channel
may be used to bring it back to the desired phase, and
also scale its gain if necessary. The key is to set up the
input amplifiers to accomplish the desired forward transfer
function in each input channel, then program between
the channels digitally.
PROGRAMABLE ATTENUATORS AND AMPLIFIERS
Input signals to a PRAM stage may be either related or
unrelated. Speaking strictly in a general sense, the multiplexers discussed above would have unrelated input signals.
However, two of the most important applications of a
programmable module are digitally variable attenuators
and amplifiers. In a sense these are multiplexers, as they
condition an input signal by various degrees of gain. So
it is really a multiplexer with a related input signal -actually the same input signal at different levels. The selection of the function of attenuation or gain is governed by
the placement of an attenuation network; before the amplifier for programmable attenuation, in the feedback loop
for programmable gain. Once the gain ratios have been
calculated (how this is done we will see shortly) a network
may be used interchangeably
gain or loss, as the

requirements dictate.

PROGRAMMABLE ATTENUATION
If we turn now to FIGURE 6 we will see what is meant by
the family resemblance to a multiplexer. Here the four
input PRAM, wired as a selectable unity gain follower
(note the wiring to the IC itself is the same as FIGURE 3)
selects taps from the input divider R1 -R4. This rather
simple example provides a net circuit gain of 0, -6, -12
and -18 dB, digitally programmable according to the
table. By now you are probably asking yourself-isn't this
all obvious,? But wait -let's carry it a couple of steps fur-

-for

amplifier design.
PROGRAMMABLE AMPLIFICATION
Suppose you take the same R1 -R4 network of FIGURE 6
and place it in the feedback loop -voila! A programmable
times 1, 2, 4 or 8 amplifier, FIGURE 7. This circuit is virtually identical to the attenuator of FIGURE 6, the only
difference being in the placement of the attenuation network. This serves to illustrate the point that the same network can serve in either case, providing identical gain
differences.
This now leads us to the point where we can see the
emergence of a useful tool for signal amplifier design. By
designing a single network wtih taps, we can program
the gain (or attenuation) of a PRAM. Given a range of
dB we must be able to handle, this sets "coarseness" of
the gain changes. Likewise, given a number of dB per
step fixes the range. A procedure and example for a single
PRAM circuit if given in the boxed example. This example, a 30 dB gain ranger, might be used as shown to
program gain, or by changing to an attenuation configuration, program attenuation changes over a corresponding
range.
This is certainly not the limit to gain handling range, nor
is it the limit to resolution. In the next installment we'll
explore a procedure for designing to a specific range of
dB with a specified increment of change. All it takes is
a few more parts and a simplified procedure -one step
further towards automating the audio control function.

References
D. F. Jones The HA -2400 PRAM Four Channel Operational Amplifier Harris Semiconductor. Note 514, February 1972.

Programmable Gain Calculations
Let's take a programmable gain example to illustrate
the network calculations work. Suppose you
wanted to remotely program a mic channel over a
30 dB range of gain from +30 to +60. You have 30 dB
of fixed gain available in the preamp, so you must
supply addditional stages of 0, +10, +20 and +30 dB
gains. This works out rather nicely; 10 dB changes over
30 dB. So we know we must come up with a configuration to supply these requirements. In general it will
look just like Figure 7, since it has four gain states
0 dB minimum with three others ranging upward, and
it is non -inverting.
Selection of the gain determining resistances it facilitated by redrawing the amplifier as below into its
functional equivalent. This shows the PRAM as a single
amplifier with four switch selected gain taps from R1R4. Since all resistor values are interdependent, we
must solve for values which are mutually satisfactory
to all gain requirements. So
on to step 1:
how

-

...

isfy 30dB gain requirement. Solution to be in
terms of "R ".
Av = 30dB which is 31.6 numerically
Rf +Rin
Rin

Step 1: Solve for R4 and total

R1

-R4 resistance to sat-

31.6. In this case Rin
Rf

then
Rf

=

Rf

1

=

= 31.6

Rin
30.6R
R4

=

R, R3

R1

=

R4 &

+R2 +R3

or, Rf = 30.6. If Rin
Rin

+R2 +R1

=

R,

= 30.6R

Step 2: Solve for 20dB gain ratios
Av = 20dB which is 10 numerically

..

1

Rf +Rin
Rin

restating,
rai

-

1

Rin

10.

In this

case Rin= R3 +R4,

Rf = R1 +R2
= 1 or, Rin is

Rf +Rin

10

1

10

of total

resistance
Since total divider is equal to 31.6R (from
step 1),

= 31.6R

Rin

-

3.16R

but Rin in this case

-

R3

for 20dB-does

R3,R =3.16R
R3 -- 2.16R

Step 3:

C

for 10d6-does

Solve for 10dB gain ratios
Av = 10dB which is 3.16 numerically

1OR

Rf +Rin
-- 3.16. In this case,
Rin

D

Rin

R2

Step 6:

R3-! R4

Rf

Rin

1

Rf +Rin

3.16

=

R1

again, since total divider is equal to 31.6R,
Rin

=

Ri

31.6R

1

then

31.6R
or, Rin
3.16

I

1OR

but Rin -- R2 R3 R4
and R3 R4
3.16R (from step 2)
R2
10R- -3.16R
R2 = 6.84R and R2 i R3 ,R4

=

31.6

R2+R3+R4
R3 +R4

_-

10?

10

3.16R

R

--

31.6R
R

R1

31.6R

R4 and R4

=

R

B

or, Rin

10

21.6R=6.84R--2.16R-R

R2+R3-I-R4
R2-! R3+R4
I

- 3.16?

- 3.16

for 0dB -100% feedback, implicitly unity
gain

(finally!) substitute real values in terms of R
ratios
A if total divider is kept reasonably low in
impedance (< 100K), R may be based on
1K. (If situation is otherwise, scale R downward, i.e. = 10011)
B R1 --R2= R3 -. R4 with R = 1K yields

:

1

-

R4

= 31.6R -10R

R1

-- 21.6R
R1

I

R R4R3

RI

21.6

K

o

which are very close to 1% values. Since
stability is usually more important than absolute accuracy, the 1% values will be satisfactory in most cases.

Step 5: Check
A for 30dB -does

R2

6.64K

o

Step 4: Solve for remaining resistor, R1
if R2- R3; R4 = 1OR (from 3 above)
and total R
31.6R
R1 =Total R-- (R2 --R3 R4)
R1

R3

216K

1OR

+R4

Step 7: The final circuit -with, would you believe only
6 parts?

31.6?

DIGITAL CONTROL
Do

Di

HA- 2405
EIN

+5V
+15V
E0

Eo=
RI

21.5K

SCALE WITH GAINS OF
AND + 30 dB,
LOGIC AS PER TABLE

EIN IN

0, +10, +20

Do

D

L

L

H

L

+10

L

H

+20

H

H

+30

Av IN dB

0

31.6R

30.6R
6.84R

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF ANY ONE CHANNEL
WHEN ON IN THIS CIRCUIT.

Note: Although the example shown is a programmable amplifier, the same net
attenuation by transposing R1 and R4 to the input (as in Figure 6).
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tion. 392 pages.

Studios and Auditoria.
Mankovsky. Basic theory plus a mass
of design data covers the field with special
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CATV -MATV PRODUCTS
WALLPLATES
AMPLIFIERS

CONNECTORS
SPLITTERS

Rates are 50¢ a word for commercial advertisements. Non -commercial and
employment offered or wanted placements are accepted at 25¢ per word.

AVA ELECTRONICS

CORP.

416 LONG LANE, UPPER OARBY, PA. 19082
215-MA

TRANSCRIPTION DISCS of old radio
and music. Any size, speed. Send full
details and price to Kiner, Box 1274,
Bellevue, Washington 98009.

THE NORTHEAST it's Audiotechniques for MCI 8-16 -24 track recorders
and mixing consoles. The performance
is superb, the price is right and the
delivery is fast! What else do you want?
You're right ... service! That's Bob Ber liner's job, and there's none better.
Audiotechniques, 121 Hamilton Avenue,
Stamford, Conn. 06902. (203) 3592312.

AMERICA'S LARGEST SELECTION of
new and used broadcast and recording
equipment! Latest bulletins available.
The Maze Corporation, P.O. Box 6636,
Birmingham, Ala. 35210.

Professional recording console. Twenty
mic /line inputs, eight bus output. Four
echo send busses, two cue busses, sixteen -track monitoring. $9,750. (213) 7873722.

WHATEVER YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS
-new or used-check us first. Trade
your used equipment for new. Write for
our complete listings. Broadcast Equipment & Supply Co., Box 3141, Bristol,
Tenn. 37620.

SPECTRA -SONICS 502 equalizer, one
month old, $185.00. G & K Studios, 247
W. Hillside, Mesa, Arizona 85201.

FOR SALE

IN

FOR SALE: Crown CX -822 tape recorder,

accessories. (215) 667-3048.

SOLID -STATE AUDIO MODULES. Console kits, power amplifier kits, power
supplies. Octal plug- ins -mic, eq, line,
disc, tape play, tape record, amplifiers.
Audio and tape bias oscillators. Over 50
audio products, send for free catalog
and applications. Opamp Labs. Inc., 172
So. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, Ca.

90036. (213) 934 -3566.
HAECO announces complete repair service and overhaul for all Westrex cut terheads. Conversions of 3D -II and older models to higher performance standards and reliability. Helium cooling
systems and hi -temp coils can protect
your investment. Repair insurance program available. Rapid service. Lower
cost. HAECO, 14110 Aetna, Van Nuys,

California 91401.

SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS-one to
twenty -four track and model 270 auto
players, many models in stock for immediate delivery. SCULLY LATHES
Previously owned and rebuilt. Variable
or automatic pitch. Complete cutting
systems with Westrex heads. MIXING
CONSOLES-Custom designed using
Weigand Audio Lab modules. From

-

$7,000.00. Weigand Audio Laboratories,
R.D. 3, Middleburg, Pa. 17842. Phone

(717) 837 -1444.

FAIRCHILD 663 limiters, five available
at $100 each. Fairchild model 675 Dynamic De- esser, one available at $100.
Accurate Sound Corporation, P.O. Box
2159, Garland, Texas 75041. Telephone

(214) 278 -0553.
AMPEX PARTS, head stacks and head
assemblies, complete inventory. Write
for price quotation. Accurate Sound
Corporation, P.O. Box 2159, Garland,
Texas 75041. Telephone (214) 2780553.
EVERYTHING ON OPEN REEL. Thousands of pre- recorded classical /popular
tapes. Latest releases. Discounts. Complete new 96 -page catalog #1. BarclayCrocker, Room 333D, 11 Stone Street,
New York, N.Y. 10004.

6

9pp

EXCLUSIVELY IN USA "Satin" moving
coil cartridges. Impedance matches magnetic input. M14LE (elliptical) $99.95,
M14LX (Shibata) $129.95. Send check to
Michael -Scott Enterprises, Room 24,
6056 West Broadway, Minneapolis,
Minn. 55422.
ONE STOP FOR ALL your professional

audio requirements. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O.
Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32505.
SCULLY 280-4 in portable cases. Includes
2 -track head stack. Good condition.
$3500 or best offer. Century Recording,
23366 Commerce Park Road, Cleveland,

Ohio 44122. (216) 464-3525.
STUDIO TAPE ELECTRONICS. Advanced
design incorporates all the desired features for updating or expanding outdated recorders or building new systems. Prompt delivery. Inovonics, Inc.,
1630 Dell Avenue, Campbell, Ca.

95008.
NEW 8 -TRACK STUDIO with Quad -Eight
Electronics 1682 console, Ampex AG4408 eight -track machine, JBL 4320 monitor
speakers, and Marantz monitor- amplifiers and Quad -Eight cut amplifiers.
$30,000.00 full price including installa-

tion coordination. Quad -Eight Electronics,
11929 Vose Street, North Hollywood,
California 91605, (213) 764 -1516.
IN THE NORTHEAST it's Audiotechniques
for STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY test
tapes. We think they're the most depend-

able, accurate reference tapes available.
Call Ham Brosious or Bob Berliner and

find out why. Audiotechniques, 121 Hamilton Avenue, Stamford, Conn. 06902. Phone
(203) 359 -2312.

NEW YORK'S LEADING supplier of professional audio /video equipment and hi -fi
stereo components. All major brands in

stock. Call for quote-sales -serviceleasing -trade -ins. Martin Audio, 320
West 36th Street, New York, N.Y.
10036. Telephone: (212) 265 -6400.

SPECIAL-NEW FIDELIPAC NAB cartridges, 10 secs to 6 minutes. Only $1.25
each. Minimum quantity 50 carts. Specify
lengths when ordering. Gately Electronics, 57 W. Hillcrest Avenue, Havertown,
Pa. 19083.
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EMPLOYMENT
MIXER /ENGINEER seeks career position. BSEE, MA degrees. Maintenance
expert, creative recordist. Steven Mintz,
119 Bank Street, New York, N.Y. 10014.
(212) 691 -8754.
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PEOPLE, PLACES, HAPPENINGS

An Electronic Music Workshop is
planned for February under the aegis
of the Boston Experimental Electronicmusic Projects of Brookline, Mass. It
will be a non -mathematical approach
to electronic music with an opportunity for performers, composers, teachers, technicians, film makers, and the
like to learn about this art and gain
practical experience in it. There is a
wide variety of equipment available.
The workshop includes five two -hour
in- studio lab sessions (first week) and
one individual studio hour arranged
during the second week. The total fee
(not counting possible living expenses)
is $75.00.
Exact dates are February 19 to
March 2, 1973. The contact is Robert
Ceely, BEEP, 33 Elm Street, Brookline, Mass. 02146. There is a detailed
prospectus.

A most interesting demonstration
was recently held at Vanguard Records
studios. A live session was scheduled
and a dual recording setup used. The
group was miked with dual microphones at each location -one leading
to the Vanguard control room, and the
other leading to a Lamb mixer.
It was all an attempt to show that
the Revox /Lamb /Beyer mini studio
package consisting of a Revox recorder,
sonLamb mixer, and Beyer mics
ically competitive to a first -rate studio
system. Vanguard was feeding into a
Neve console and then to a Scully two track machine. Both the Scully and
Revox were run at 15 in /sec, both are

LONDON BRIDGE, ARIZONA

Word from Quad -Eight tells us that
Ron Neilson has been appointed marketing director for the company. He
comes to the company with a solid
technical base of experience, tempered
by capabilities in the subjective side
of professional audio. Once a musician, he's been quoted thusly: "I
wanted to know what really happened
on the other side of that double glass
window, to understand the processes
which translate the artistic message."

-a

London Bridge has been reconstructed in Lake Havasu City, Arizona.
But it missed something of its London
environment in the desert. So each day
an electronic tape system, along with
discretely hidden speakers, rings out
the chimes of Big Ben on the hour and
half hour. Tape -Athon equipment is
used. The installation was by Hollywood Sound Systems of Hollywood,
Ca. The bridge is the actual London
Bridge, moved stone by stone from
London -22 million pounds of granite blocks
the Arizona location.

-to

Open reel commercially- recorded
tape is having a resurgence. Ampex
Stereo Tapes has introduced a new
generation of recorded open reel tapes.
Selected open reel releases will be recorded using the Dolby -B noise reduction system. In addition, all open reel
releases will be made on new low
noise, high output stock specially formulated by the Ampex Magnetic Tape
Division. In addition, they have installed new duplicating electronics. The
combination of new tape and new
electronics will create a noise improvement of duplicated tapes of 5.6 dB.
Dolby -B will provide up to 10 dB of
hiss reduction above that.

-is

two -track units. The same tape, correctly biased for each machine was
used.
Of course, one mixer at the Neve
and another at the Lamb produced different mixes. But both were of professional quality. The Lamb mixer was
more conservative as to the level he
put on the tape, so the Revox playback
had somewhat more hiss on it than the
Scully one. (Dolby was not used on
either machine.) But other than the
slight hiss difference, the audience,
mostly composed of members of the
New York Audio Society, could not
clearly distinguish a sonic difference between the tapes played in syncronization (from two studio Scully machines).

E. Rorbaek Madsen, chief engineer
of Bang & Olufsen A/S of Denmark,
is retiring at the end of this year.
Widely recognized for his development
work in audio, and the recipient of
numerous awards, he is too spirited to
long remain idle. Consequently, beginning with the new year, he will start
his own international consulting firm
specializing in acoustics and electroacoustics as well as consulting for
B &O. The new firm, to be known as
Akustika, will be located at Gimsinghoje 16, 7600 Struer, Denmark.

An announcement from Sony Corporation of America tells of the appointment of Raymond J. Steiner as
senior vice president and a member of
the board of directors. He has been
vice president of the consumer products division since late 1969. Prior to
joining Sony, he was national sales
manager of direct markets for the Sylvania Home Entertainment Products
Corporation, where he had been for
ten years.

Stop i cck
A New, Accurate, Digital Timing Instrument for Recording Studios, Broadcasters,

and Other Demanding Applications

Timekeeper is proud to introduce a new inexpensive
Electronic StopClock -a compact instrument featuring
an easily-read visual display.
Only 51/8" wide

x 31/4" high x 51/2" deep, it uses modern
digital circuitry to provide accuracy of a very high order
with exceptional long term stability. The large 3/8" high,
seven -segment numerals can easily be read from a distance of more than 15 feet. Maximum count is one hour

(59:59:9).

Three remote -mounted push buttons are used for manual control: START, STOP, and RESET. These buttons
may be placed in a console, operating desk or any convenient location. The clock may be remotely located in
the equipment, or on a desk or table. (A mounting flange
is provided.)

Operation is similar to any conventional stopwatch. The
green button starts the clock; the red button stops it.
The black button resets it to zero. These may be depressed in any order, or all at once, without damage to
the clock. If it is desired to start the clock by releasing
a button rather than depressing one, the green and black
button are pressed simultaneously. When the black button is released, the clock will start automatically.
The accessory plug on the rear panel may be used for
all remote operations. All BCD information is available
at this plug for accessory units such as digital printers,
slave units, etc.

Model T -1

The Model T -1 is supplied for 120 volt 60 Hz operation,

Electronic StopClock

in an attractive simulated walnut grained enclosure with
a red lucite face. However, 120 -volt 50 Hz operation is

$185

available at no extra charge if so specified at the time
you place your order.
The Model T -1 is priced at $185.00. As with all Timekeeper products, it is fully guaranteed to meet with your
complete satisfaction, or your money will be promptly
refunded. It is guaranteed for one year against any
defects in manufacturing.

_

The Timekeeper Electronic StopClock is a must. More
than a high quality timer
provides the added convenience of full visual display, high accuracy and stability plus operational flexibility. Order one soon. You
will be delighted with it.

-it

TIMEKEEPER

Name

P.O. Box 835, Great Neck, N.Y. 11021

-

Please send me

Model

T -1

Address

Timekeeper Electronic StopClock(s)

City

at $185.00. N.Y.S. residents add 7% sales tax. Add $1.00 shipping per

order.

I

enclose

$

State

-
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Either way you get the
world's first universal
four-channel decoder.
Whatever

happened to
woofers and
tweeters?
Nowadays it seems almost
impossible to see or touch a hi -fi
speaker. All that you are shown
is grille cloth and walnut. And the
inside of the system is a mystery
reserved only for engineers.
It need not be so. Because
there's another way to select a
speaker system, starting with the
actual components themselves.
There's a whole world of E -V
custom loudspeakers waiting.
Woofers, tweeters, and full -range
speakers to suit every plan and
need.
The rewards are two -fold. Not
only do you create a system that
perfectly mirrors your taste in
sound, you also have free rein to
express your taste in enclosures.
You can build component
speakers into walls or shelves to
save space and reduce clutter.
Or install them in existing or
custom furniture that is a positive
asset to your living room rather
than an intrusion.
If the flexibility of the custom
speaker idea engages your
interest and challenges your
creativity, send for our catalog
today. It will put you back in
touch with the basic elements of
high fidelity. Write for your free
copy or visit your nearby
Electro -Voice salesroom soon.

ELECTRO -VOICE, IN

aGUlton

EVR -4X4 Four -Channel
AM /FM Receiver $249.95
EVX -44 Universal
Four -Channel Decoder $99.95

Now Electro -Voice offers our new universal decoder
circuit built into both a stereo receiver and a 4- channel

decoder.
The EVR -4X4 Receiver has every needed feature for
2- and 4- channel sound. Yet it costs no more than many
2- channel units that offer half the pleasure. And it will
properly decode any matrix 4- channel input without
switching. Ideal for playing SQ *, Stereo -4t, or any other
matrixed records, tape or FM sources.

The EVX -44 Universal Decoder creates a 4- channel
control center for existing stereo equipment. Just add a
second stereo amp and two more speakers. Unique separation enhancement circuit automatically adjusts front -back
separation as required by program material.
Both the receiver and the decoder are also designed
to accommodate 'discrete' inputs like 8 -track tape if

you wish. Hear the finest in four -channel sound at your
Electro -Voice showroom. Where the excitement is!
E -V 4- channel

T.M.

products are produced under U.S. Patent No. 3,632,886
T. M. Electro- Voice, Inc.

CBS, Inc.

Dept. 11248D, 686 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Mich. 49107

A

In Europe: Eleclro- VOlce, S.
EV
49,
Switzerland
In Canada: EV of Canada, Ltd., Gananoque, Ontario
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